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Holland City News.
YOL. XV.-NO.

45.

HOLLAND,

Term* of Snbsoripf ion
Don’t fail
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
evening.
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
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changes.

want

Education of this

a lot of four-foot

wood. See

city

ous new “ads’’ in this issue.

To

Rent: —

Ward

A

dwelling house in the

near the railroad track.

In-

quire at this offlee.

MONE?

TO LOAN.

Mr. Ben Van Putten who has been
ill for the past two weeks is now, we

In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

L. S.

PROVIN,

are glad to state, slowly recovering.

GRAND

M. Pelon, treasurer of the township of

RAPIDS, MICH.

Holland, has a notice in this issue which

§u,

mull

i

ComalulcaEerchant.

±J

If. Commission Merchant, and

dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fish street*

Smgi and Eediclnei.
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Druggist and Pharmacist;a

K00<lB

aPPerUlnln8

-

Thursday

_

^

J

I. Marshall,

-

by

her classmates in

Qenora Sealere.

-

of » host of friends in this city for a pleas-

Ihel

aDd 1",PPy ''°m° "n tbe

r'NoT.CE

the elegaut

paper of the

who

will present some excel-

age promised and received brought
correspondingobligationson the Execuof celebrated scenery in the United States tive Committee and officers of th^soclety
by the aid of a powerful calcium light; a to furnish all necessary conveniencesand
lecture by the lion. Geo. L. Yaple; and improvements, both in tbe buildings and
on ihe grounds, to accommodate the exclosing with a musical entertainment.
hibiting and visiting public. Our society
The price of ticketslor the course will bo is somewhat exceptional in Us kind. Gen$1.00, including reserved scats. The ad- erally an agriculturalsociety is small in its
mission for each entertainmentwill be 85 beginning and alow in its growth, easily
keeping abreast with the development of
cents. The committee will canvass Ihe the community supportingIt. With us
city next week for the sale* of tickets for on the contrary, the territorywe occupy
the entire course. The first entertaiuraent is already fully developed, and we were required to furnish such accommodations
will occur, Thursday evening, Dec. 23rd.
lent historicalviews,

at Hope Church and was

Inst

donV __

forget the church social at Hope Church
parsonage.

v

cip.

/

i

To our oily reader's, who receive
paper Friday evening, we would say

ibo bus-

furniture.

Paul Smith, impersonatorin costume; \V.

The "ioung Ladies Aid Society took in school
ov.u
and a large circle of friends.
about $50 ub
>.wi.v
at luvu
their uy
oyster
bici supper in me
the Y.
. f
\
M. C. A. Rooms lust Wednesday evening. / La8T 'vcek Fridttynfternpon Mr. John'
- -r Beukemn. engineer at
nf. ihn
nr Wrvri,.
' /Beukemn,
the Wot
Water
Works
Remember tlio enlertainmcDt to
...
------..„ married
. ..... .. to
lo mlM
bej building,
was
Miss nllunat
Hannah
given by Miss Jennie Harris, the elocu/ Lemmon, of Graafschap,by the Rev. E.
tionist, at the Opera House next Mondat Van der Vries. • John has the best wishes

eveDmK’

XHg®£5s©S

secured the following entertainments:G.

lever. The funeral occurredon

largely attended

TJEACn, W.

Marie, the

W. Zeeb, dle^afler a lengthy illness of
nTBli

the tax payers of the town should read.

sitter HiwftMij.

Last Tuesday morning

first few months of tlio existence of this
society,which closed at the end of the
first fiscal year, demonstrated to each of
us, by the strong support it received, the
right and the desirabilityof its existence
But the popular favor, and general patron-

arrangements for a course of lectures In
this city for1 this winter report having

eleven-year-olddaughterof Mr. and Mrs.

Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel.

year. Hereupon the meeting adjourned.

here. Consequentlythere will be

I)e

River street. Give them a call.

quite

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.

straight

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.
Speldkb wish to inform
no extra charge for reserved "seats in Mr President and Members of the 8. 0. cfc
the citizensof Holland and vicinity that
advance.
IV. A. Agr'l Society:
they are now ready to do all kinds of
In accordancewith the requirementsof
work in their line In their new wagon manThe committee appointed by the Presi- the constitution we hereby respectfully
ufactory and blacksmith shop on4 North dent of the Wau-ka-zoo Boat Club to make submit our second annual report. The

Takken &

lines,

First

11, 1886.

other places, have been placed at 50 cents

Special

Notice.

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2 per annum.
NoticesofBirths,Marriages, and Deaths pubI ished without charge for subscribers.
grAII advertising bills collectableQuarterly.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

The merchants of Holland are actively of It as can be set upon the stage of our
Henry Kremers and H. J. Klomparens.
engaged in making preparationsfor a small Opera House. Every one that feels
A vote of thanks was tendered to all the
to see ‘,Chi8pa,, Tuesday brisk and lively holiday trade and many an interestin having good companies stop
officers and the Board of Directors for their
are the Indicationsthat point in that here should help to give this star a full
efficient and successfulmanagement of
direction, among which are the numer- house. Their prices 50, 75, and $1.00 at
the affairs of the Society during the past

The Board of

Kates of advertising made known on appllci
llcatlon.
Yearly
advertisers
— —
.. u
^ have
um.v the privilege of
of three

MICH.,

/

and also some views

Business Directory.

‘Litta

Company’ and then help to make up a
The editor of Ihe News, ns well as many
good
audience ou Tuesday evening next.
Elder M. J. Clapper, of Ventura,
business men of Holland, is in constant
The play is Clay M. Green and Slason
receipt of letters asking for information in
Thompson’sromantic drama "Chispa.” regard to our growing and prosperous city.
Music arrangedby Frank A. Howson of
The letters we receive read about as folthe Madison Square Company. Tickets
lows: "Please send me a copy rf your

Parties desiring to attend the meeting 50 cents, no higher.
paper lhat I may get an idea (»f the mer
the JFruit Growers’ Society at Grand
CHUtilo and professional businessrepre“•i Haven next week can do so for one and
It is a well known lad tnpt J. W. Bossented in your city.” We send ihe corone-third fare for the round trip.
man has the largest stock of ready made
Botelj,
respondentscopies of our paper, but Inasclothing in this section of Michigan and
John P. Van Dyke, of Chicago, HI., that he excels in custom made work is much as they statu that they are looking
for a place to locate a business we have
lately purchased the residence on Tenth an equally well known fact. In this issue
felt contraincdto write, telling them that
Biatc, Free bus in connection with the hotel.
street formerly owned by J. Duursema the reader will find a column advertiseour advertising columns are not a true inand has moved into it with his family.
ment and we advise all to call and see him
Llrerjand Salt Stablei.
dex of the business of the city. It is inwhen in need of clothing.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Liverj and Sale Stable;
Mr. Ed. Dobson, the 'champion bandeed a fact to be regretted that th’ere is
1^1 Ninth street, near Market.
Jolst oi the world, who baa had tbe honor
If you wish to sec a pretty and pleasing not more of an advertising spirit, among a
Manufactorlei, Mllli, Shops, itn.
of appearingbefore the crowned heads of sight just step into the store of Yates & large proportion of our business men.
'17’AN RAALTE, B., dcalcar in Farm imple- Europe, is with the “Louise Litta Co.”
yf A a
si •MASkl.l.. ____ sa .
Kane. They have the largest and finest The News sent to our querist shows in its
GeneralDealers

•

Trt
n i.
menu
and
Ninth Streets.
f1 I

In

•

machinery. Cor. River and

Now

TTAN DER

VKN, J. M., Manufacturesthe best
cent clear made. Havanua filled.Smoko
them. For sale by all dealers.

?

of

that the snow is here, it Is proper

and time that the “city fathers” took un-

5

the sidewalksof the city clear of snow.

fhyiloliai.

TTREMERS, H..,

der advisement the question of keeping

New Year cards

regular advertising columns that there arc

ever displayed in this city, together with

not more than thirty-fivepersons engaged

an immense stock of holiday goods, such

in mercantileand

as elegantly bound

when

stock of Christmas and

books,

and shaving cases. A

Physicianand Surge
:con. Hes-

toilet, jewelry,

large

W. Vorst, the repairer and renovator of this firm appears on
of clothing, has an advertisementin this Read it.

professional purtuils

in realitythere are one

hundred and

advertisement thirty five. The conclusion is natural to
the strangerthat we have rather a very

at once, in our infancy, such as olher societies have attained only after an existence
of from twenty- five to thirty years. The
ExecutiveBoard realizing this, have allowed the society to incur obligationsfor
additional buildings, and for improvement
of the race track, which the necessity of
Hie case can only justify.
During the past year wc hove added to
our buildingsa Pompiogical Hall, 24x00
feel, at a cost of $335 00; an Agrinil urn! Hull, 28x00 feet, at a cost of $415;
over five hundred feet of horse btalla with
a substantialshingle roof, at a cost ol $400;
100 fcet to length of shed for machinery
nt

» cost of $75; a poultry house, and

swine and sheep pens, nt a cost of $50;
while the race track has been Improved
by bringing ihcicon five hundred yards of

clay, which, wiih the grading and
working thereof and the purchase of a
scraper, a drag, and a roller, was' at a
cost of $400. Beside these, many other
minor improvements and purchases have
been made, including two thousand plates
for the Iruit department,which was at a
cost of $50. making the tots) outlay for
the present year for permanentimpiovements and investments, tbe sum of $1,725.
The necessity of ail these expenditures
was fully demonstratedat tbe lost fair, by
the fact that every stall, pen, and coop
id every building weft
°ccuP,cd and
filled by the several exhibits.

the fifth page.

At the last annual meeting there was a
net balance in tbe treasury, after payment
men lack enterprise,when neither is the of orders then issued,of $8.12 and an out
issue which should be read by old bacheWilliam
Chamberlain
case.
To obviate this difficulty we pro- standing credit of about $100.
VATES, O. E..Phy8iclan and Surgeon. Offlee lors and others whose clothing needs reat icoiucuuo
«b
residence uu
on the
me corner oi
of River and
During the present year the total repreached last Sunday in Hope Church to pose to start in our issue of January 1,
pairing.
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
ceipts,
including tbe moneys due of the
large audiences. Mr. Chamberlain is an 1887, a “BusinessDirectory” which will
Lcdcbotir*
previous year, have been as follows:
A troupe of Indians called the Kicka- earnest young man and
eloquent be preceded by a short sketch of tbe city,
RECEIPTS.
poos gave free entertainments In the Opera speaker. He has been recently ordained
together with its interests. The charge Advertisement*
In Preminm List ........$ 198 00
House at Grand Haven this week. There as a missionary of the Reformed Church.
0075
oa'p%5*L“iSpPrl|1eli.*r,“''n h°“Se ,0r“Cr,r0Cwe shall make for this bit of advertising Llceme* ....... ................
Grand aland receipts,.. ....... !.!.!!...!! bo.sp
was a patent medicine attachment to the He expects to leave for India in a few
will be but sufficient to cover our expenses Gate money, .....................
.. 1 280 48
Watchii at! Jiwilry.
entertainments.
149 00
months. His presence in the churches of in the matter and as it will cost but little Received for space from exhibitors.......
Five and ten year memberablp ticket*aold, 811 .00
13 REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
this
city
and
yicinlty
was
very
much
enRey, 8. H. Cobb, of Grand Rapids, de*
to maintaina small advertisement we hope Annua) ticket* aold, ....................99 00
a J"** ln fancf K***18- Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.
joyed.
£KJnnionejr of aPIeed b1ala .............. HL60
livered hia interestinglecture on China in
that the business men will no more think Mlicellftneouareceipt*, ................... 144.16

PL

YWoi

idence on Twelfth street, cor. of
0r
arket St.
Office at the drug store of Kremers <fc Baues.. Offlee hoars fromlla.m.to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m

Rev.

small business town or that the business

I.

X

an

..

.......

Ty YRBUY8EN, H., dealer in
dar streeuWe r7

Md

Watches,Clocks,

apecUcle8’ cor< Ninth and Ce-

the College Chapel last
for the College

Y. M. C.

Monday evening

A.

There was

a

good audience in attendance.

of

Last Wednesdaynight two sleigh loads
young people, of this city, visited Zee-

F. & A. X.

land and enjoyed an oyster supper at the
Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodgk
No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Mwonfc nSi hostelry of J. ^Husquet. They report
Holland, Mlch., at 7 o’clock, on WedLdS
having had an enjoyabletime.

A

To J

Nov. 10, Dec. 8.

7-.auk- *»«?»• 8.
John, s days Jane

bt.

Get. 13.
24, and

The members of Unity Lodge, No. 191,
F. & A. M., at a meeting held in Masonic
Hall last Wednesday evening, elected the

of omitting it

than they would of leaving

off the signs

on

their buildings. The

value of a triflingoutlay of this kind lo

Total Income .......................
$2,866.88

any town’s enterprise and industry cannot

The ExecutiveCommittee has borrowed
following officers for the ensuing year:
be
overestimated. It will give the the sum of $1,000 to apply in paying for
A. Huntley, W. M.; F. G. Churchill, 8.
permanent improvements, making total
*
W.; F. H. Carr, J. W.; W. H. Rogers, 8. stranger a good opinion and liven things assets,
at home. A failure to advertise at all . Expendituresfor the present yeir have
D.; P. Conley, J. D.; E. Herold, Treas.
shows a businessrunning in the sluggish been as follows:
O. Breyman, Secretary; Jas. Huntley and
channel that never broadens or deepens or
EXPENDITURES.
J. Hummel, Stewards; and W. L. Hop-

$3,366.80.

;

Antony Stkketer, an employee of the kins, Tyler- There was a large attend- mingles with the larger waters of success. Cash paid for new bnildinga and improvemanta on race treck, ...................
$1,847 90
Phoenix
Planing Mill, had the fore-finger ance present, and a very pleasant evening Next week the editor, or a representative, Interealon Real Batata Mortgage, ........ JWL12
„
D- L* B0T1)- W- M.
Print! tiff nnH nnatAi**
O. Britman, Ssc'v.
Printing
and
poster*
......
192 70
will call at all business places in the city
of hia right hand badly cut and jammed was spent.
Fennvllle Band, mualc, ..................b^oq
for the purpose of furthering tbe project, incidental expenaea, .....
g<« 67
in a machine in the mill on last Monday.
Knights of Labor.
There is nothing so pleasing to the eye and ns it will cost but $1.00 we hope no
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City, Dr. O. E. Yates dreised the injured hand.
meet In Odd Fellow»f Hall every week. All comof ladies as a well apportioned and well one will fall to advertise,
municationsshould be addressed to
Total amount paid, ...................
$8,974 14
A large reduction in the price of stocked millinery parlor and to find this
Harmony Lock Box.
Annual Meeting of the S. 0. and W. A.
Holland, Mich. Latfies and Children’sCloaks baa beeo
we advise all our lady readers to call at
Agricultural Society.
made at the store of L. & 8. Van den the store of Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co., who
K. 0. T. X.

n ,

Dec. /T.

-

M
W-T

Creacenl Tent, No. 68, meets In Odd Fellowa Eerge & Co. and they have just received a
Hall at 7 :80 p. m., on the First and Third Monday
large stock of millinery. See Special
of each month. Allblr Knights are cordiallyIn*
ylted to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Order polices.
•nomi. Full partlonlarsgiven on application.
L. D. B Aldus, Commander.
T. Van Landegbnd,plumber and sheet
W. A. Holley, R. K. /

Our

in

a

column advertisementIn

which they

set forth

many

thia issue,

specialties.

The second annual meeting of the
South Ottawa and West Allegan Agri-

They are the sole agents In this section cultural Society was held last Tuesday
an instantaneousstamping process afternoonIn the offlee of Secretary A.
iron worker, has moved his place of Which is acknowledgedas the best in Visscher. Some fifty members were in
business to tbe Post building opposite his existence.Call early and see their goods attendance and among them were many
old stand and will be glad to welcome apd make your purchases.
representative men from different locali-

itarferts.

Produce, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
[Corrected every Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, 40c; Beans, $1.00; Butter,
eta;
Eggs, 90c; Honey, 10c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes
sue to Soc.

%

RXTUL.
Apples. Me; Beans, $1.JB; Butter, 18c; Eggs
24c; Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 40c
Orals, Feed, Eto.
(WHOLESALE.)
[Corrected every Friday by W. E JUach.)
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, » 100 lbs., 70c; Barley
V cwi, 90 cts. Clover seed, $ bu.$1.00; Corn Meal
V cwt, 95c; Corn, shelled, old 88c; new, 35; Flour.
18.30; Pine Corn Meal, 0 100 lbs., |1.40; Feed,-«
ton $19.00; Hay. *8.50, Middlings.9 100 Ibs^
75c; Oata, 28 cis.; Pearl Barley, fl 100 lbs., Jfi.OO;
Timothy Seed, $2.00; Wheat, white,
70c; Red Fnllr, 70c; LancasterRed, 72c. Corn
ear, 80c.

iSP'Ai

have

-

'lor

all customers. See his “ad” in another
/ “In dealing with her subjects Miss Harcolumn.
ris showed a thorough mastery of the elo'""‘'fiiE Benton Harbor Palladium says cutionist’s art, and in her renditionof

that the small schooner Sarah Johnson, ‘Thoughts During Service,’ one would
was beached at that place last week have thought that she was the original.”

ties. It was evident that a deep interest
is taken in the affairs of the Association in

Making net deficiencyaa due for Improvemeota in addlUon to the $1,000 above
mentioned, .............. ........... ti|
.

HWe

fflj.gp

would

further report that during
the spring of the present year tbe Executive Board have solicited voluntary
contributions and have caused about five
hundred shade trees to be planted on the
Fair Grounds, that these have been well
set and taken cate of and are doing well.
The race course is in excellent condition and will in all probability be no
further source of expense to tbe Assoc ati/>n. The buildings are all painted and
insured against loss by fire and are, it ]g
thought, sufficient for some time to come,
so that judging from present' appearances
it will not be necessary for tbe first few
years to lay out much more for permanent
i

this entire community. In the absence of

tbe President Mr.
to tbe

W. Diekema was

called

chair. The Secretary presented his

annual report which was adopted. A
Johnson - Wilmington,III, Review. Miss Harris
motion for tbe amendment of the constihas visited this port regularly all the past will appear at tbe Opera House next Montution, notice of which was given at the improvements.
summer.
day evening, an^, in company with a few
The annual fair gave very general satisw ^
last annual meeting, was carried. This
The forty-ninthCongress began its local musicians, will give a very pleasing provides that four of the seven directors faction and was largely attended, though
with more fayorable weather, the gate
second session at noon last Monday. The entertainment Miss Harris is teaching to be chosen this year, shall hold offlee for
receipts,would have been considerable in
elocution to pupils in this city and is very
President’smessage was read in both
one year, and the remaining three for two excess of what they now were.
houses. The message Is long and is as highly spoken of both as a teacher and as years, and thereaftereach directorshall be
The outlook of ihe Associationis very
encouraging,while neighboring associadry reading as usual. It is printed in an elocutionist.
elected for two years. Tbe officers chosdn
tions, owing to the unfavorableweather
full in this issue.
Wednesday morning. The

Sarah

-

-

On

account of their having an open

for the

ensuing year were

Wm.

H. Beach, this

fail during the

time of holding the

date we get another “big show” next President; A. G. Van Hees, of Zeeland, fair, have been compelledto discount
BSTAIL.
Hale Van der Cook, of Allegan, is in
Tuesday evening. The “Louise Litta Vice President;Arend Visscher,Secre- their premiums, we have been able to pay
the city and has taken charge of the Holall our running expenses, pay our liberal
Dramatic Company” has been secured be- tary; Otto Breyman, Treasurer.Direcml3
*,8‘, 1,w0> shelled,50c; Flour,
premiums in full and have left $450 to
land City Band. Mr. Van der Cook is a
#.»; Ftae^rameM, 9 100 B>s.,$l.60; Feed, «
tween their Kalamazoo and Muskegon tors for one year, M. D. L. Hollis, of apply on investments made for permanent
Feed, V 100 B>8.,$1.00c;Hay, $10.00. cornet player of some note and will give
dates. This company under other circum- Jamestown, W. Diekema, Jan W. Garve- improvements.
|11.00j
41.VV, ».uumu»b,
MiddBngs, «
9 iw
100 lbs..
ms., bo;
80; uats,
Oits, 85c;
private lessons to all who desire to play on
All of which is respectfully submitted.
stances would not play here. They carry link and R. Van Zwaluwenbnrg; Direcbrass instruments.
. * A- Visscher, Sec'y.
a carload of scenery and will use as much tors for two years, Benj. Van Raalte, Dr
Holland, Mich., Dec. 7, 1886.

an

„

'

Encampment of the Grand Army of

$

fits

CttB.

HOLL AND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
“Doc* Wilson now declares himself a
son of the barb-wire millionaire Moen,
which fact Ihe latter concealed until 1870,
when he experienced religion and made the
confession. Since then “Doc” has received
some money from Moen, bat the Wilson
family got more for keeping silence. Wilson’s story was told in the presence of four
reputable citizensof Providence, R. I.:
His story, says a rrovidencsdispatch, is that
ho is the son of AiOeu’s first wife, and that he

was horn a few months after the marriage.
Moen, being a deacon and a professedly hightoned Christian, did not wish to face the scandal
of snob an early fcirth for his first-born,so a
bargain was made with Jonas Wilson, of Donlelsonvillo,Ct, a stage driver, by which the
babe was transferredto the latter'scare and
brought up as a Wilson. The boy lived and

in the humble sphere to which
he says Moon consigned him, and it was
not until he was a young man grown
that he learned the secret of his
toiled

birth. For that secret he was indebted to religious remorse of bis supposed father,Jonas
Wilson, who, being on his death-bed,and not
caring to pass the portals with a burden on his
oul, drew the lad toward him and told him who
he was. After Wilson died the young fellow set
off for Worcester to meet his father face to
face. Their first meeting,Wilson says, was exactly as has been described. Ho did meet
Moen that morning, and after observing the
signs of wealth and luxury that abounded,he
demanded of Moen some reparation for
the wrong done one who should bo the
heir to all. Moen at first refused
to acknowledge the lad, and would
have driven him forth, but the bov faced his
millionaire parent defiantly, upbraiding him
for the wrong done his mother and himself.
Be said: “I will force yon to acknowledgeme,
and the world shall know you for what you are."
According to Wilson's story, the Wilsons, who
know the secret of his parentage,seeing “Doc*
had money and knowing It came from Moen.
began to urge their claims upon him. Their
demands increased, and to satisfy them ho had
to apply to Moen for money ; and in that way
much of the sum -eceived from the banker was
spent. Wilson says these demands upon him
grew so exorbitant that ho became almost impoverishedby them.

Advices from

the coke reRionsof Penn-

sylvania are to the effept that 10,000 cokers

are preparingto strike at

month

the end of the

if the operators do not concede the

demands made some time ago. . .The proprietors of eight hotels or restaurantsin
Hartford were arrested for using oleomargarine on their tables without displaying
the placard requiredby the law of Connecticut.
.

Regarding “Doc” Wilson’s story

that

he is the son of P. L. Moen, the records at
Oxford, Mass., show that he wos bora there
Dec. 1, 1853, eleven months after the death
of Mrs. Moen.

Mrs. George M. Rice, sister of “Doc”
Wilson, and seventeen years older than the
latter, contiadiclsDoc's story that he is the

of Philip L. Moen. She positively
avers that he is her brother, and that he
was named atter their uncle, Levi Fessenden.... Herman Falkenbnrg,a tailor in
New York, has been held in $1,000 for
timperin?with a juror engaged in the case

son

of ex-AldermanMcQunde, oue of the
boodle gang ____ In the case of the National
Soldiers’Home against Gen. B. F. Bntler,
the jury at Bo tin found a verdict for $16,537 against the defendant.
Michael

J.

Hess, a

laborer, jumped

from the Brooklyn bridge to win a paltry
wager of

f

25. His body struck the water with

a splash, which threw it ten feet in the air.

When

the Irwin, Pa.. A. Gant; Yonkers, N. Y.,
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Republic, provided satisfactoryassurances Lillian E. Keyes; Hamilton, Ohio, J. E.
can be given. that the necessary accommoda- Lohman. The following appointments
The South is experiencing unusually
tions will be furnished. Sept. 28, 29, and have also been made: Charles B. Morton of Maine, to
Commissioner severe winter weather. Last week snow
30, 1887, was fixed upon ns the time.
Navigation
J.
Caldwell of fell continuouslyfor over sixty hours in

of

Indiana, to be Deputy Second AudiNorth Carolina and Virginia. At AsheviUe,
tor of the Treasury; A. E. Lewis of
A severe shock of earthqaake disturbed Pennsylvania, to be Deputy Fifth Auditor N. C., “the beautiful” was twenty-seven
the new dam of the Langley Cotton Works, of the Treasury; Hugh A. Haralson, of inches deep on a level. The roofs of the
Asheville Tobacco Works, the Shelton
in South Carolina. Tha dam gave
ni,0r “I
v.
..
'1 ury for the Postoffice Department; John factory, and of Dickson & Watson’swholeMonday afternoon, flooding the adjacent | McCafferty, to be Collectorof Customs for sale provision house were crashed in, encountry and causing heavy damage to rail- the district of Alaska; John Cousins, to be tailing heavy losses. In Virginia the depth
w aj tracks and other
Collectorof Customs for the districtof of the snow ranged from twelve to twenty
While riding in the woods near Red ! Kennebunk, Me.; Ernest A. Umland, of inches. In the vicinity of Columbia, S,
River, in the Choctaw Nation, George ! ^iline8ota»
^eceiverof Mon- C., sleet fell for three days, and the ground
eys at Taylor’s Falls, Minn.; James Mc- was covered wilh ice from three to six
Tranfe came upon four negroes who had
Namara, of Illinois, to be Indian Agent at inches.
stolen a hog and were cleaning it. To con- Colorado River, Arizona.
The Supreme Court of Missouri has
ceal their crime they murdered Traafo.
The President has made the following sentenced to death a boy of sixteen years,
The party were arrested,and one of them
confessed the crime. They were taken appointments: George L. Thompson, to named James S. Payton, for the murder of
from the guards who had them in charge, be Collector of Internal Revenue for the a child in Christian County ____ Congressby a party of citizens, and without cere- Tenth District of Ohio; Francis B. Lawmony strung to the nearest trees. Ca*snr renson and Tbaddeus S. Shawntts, to be man William T. Price died at Black River
Robinson,a negro, was hanged by a mob Appraisers of Merchandise in the District Falls, \\ is., on the 6th of December, after
a protracted and painful illness. William
at Florence, S. C., for assaulting a white
of Baltimore; Thomas S. Price, to be AsT. Price was bora in Pennsylvania, July
woman.
sistant Appraiser of Merchandise for the
17, 1824; was member of the Wisconsin
A masked mob invaded the town of District of New York. Postmasters—Chns.
Legislature for several terms; was Couuty
Brenham, Texas, at midnight, overpower- Weaseman, Warsaw, 111.; Patrick H. Car- Judge of Jackson County in 1&>4 and 1859;
ney,
Wankesha,
Wis.;
J.
E.
Lohman,
ed the jailer,and took out Shea Felder,
Presidential elector in 1868, and elected to
Hamilton, Ohio; J. W. Smith, Blackburn,
the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, and Fiftieth
Alfred Jones, and Ephraim Jones, three 111.; J. P. Kerr, Dublin, 111.
Congr.ses.
negroes implicated in the killing of
Dewees Bolton on the night of election,
Mr. Murphy, of Iowa, was asked at
RAILWAYS.
and lynched them. It was so quickly
Washington if the Hennepin Canal people
done that the town was not aroused until
The Directors of the Union Pacific Road
morning, when the bodies of the three report a surplus of $5,429,000 on the oper- had given up their efforts. “Give up Hennepin?” he replied,“we give np nothing.
men were found hanging to a tree.
ations of the. first nine mouths of this
Why, a report has been made by the engiSo strong is the prohibitionsentiment
year. At the close of December the debt
in Mobile that the saloon-keepershave of the company will be $115,270,265, or neers in accordance with the direction of
the river and harbor bill, last session,aud
asked the Alabama Legislature to pass a $25,070 per mile. . .The Directors of the the report will soon be before Congress,
law for a license of $1,000. Rev. Dr. Erie Railroad met at New York and re- if the Government Printer ever gets a
Hawthorne, of Atlanta, is going to Mobile elected the old board of officers.The total chance to print it. There is life in the
net earnings of the road for the year ending Hennepin yet.”
to open the campaign.

,
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Sept. 30 were $7,057,868.

WASHINGTON.
A FAC-siMiLEof a $5 greenback, painted
the Fecret service. The artist protested
that there was no violation of the law
against counterfeiting,and that the block
wos worth $500 as a work of art. The
Solicitor of the Treasury has been asked

The

following is a recapitulationof the

.

.

saloon cases from Ottumwa, including that
of the notorious “Stormy” Jordan.

Customs officers in San

Francisco found

in the coal bunkers of the steamer Rio Ja-

neiro opium valued at $20,000. . .Theodore
D. Mize, cashier of the Chicago and Mi.

nonk Coal Company, has surrenderedall
his property to apply on an embezzlement

This, it is said, practically insures
the electionof Col. Frank B. Stockbridge.
E. Price

Gheenleaf, a

miser, of Bos-

ton, who died last week, bequeathed$500,-

Dakota,

quested that his photograph, taken on his
death- bed, be copied in oil, aud huug upon
the walls of the college.

There are in sight 59,558,521. bushels of
wheat and 11,738,755 bushels of corn.
Since last report wheat decreased 13,557
bushels, while corn has increased 310,769
bushels. . .The schooner Edith was lost off
Miquelon Island, coast of Newfoundland,
with a crew of thirteen men.
.

The

Porte has issued a circular to the

Powers

to the effect that the Sultan assents

to the candidacy of Prince Nicholas of

Min-

and invites
the Powers to co-operate for a speedy settlement of the Bulgarianquestion.
grelia for the Bulgarian throne,

The

galleries of tho Senate Chamber wore
with spectators, when, at 12 noon on Monday, Dec. 6, tho second session of the Fortyninth Congress was opened. Tho presidingofficer, Mr. Sherman, laid before tho Senate several of the annual reports of the heads of departments,which were ordered printed. Resolutions were adopted -fixing the daily hour of
meeting at noon ; informingtho House that the
Senate was ready to proceed to business,and
transformed into
hospital.
When
for the appointment of a committee to wait on
Pr‘u°ip*l ............................
$1,703,790,270
the
Presidentfor the like purpose. Messrs. EdIut«ru8t. ............................. 11,711,537 the Westemland reached New York the
munds and Saulsburywere ap|>ointed such cominjured passengers were transferredto hosmittie. Tho credentials of Senator Williams,
Total ............................
11,715,527.898 pitals. An inspectionof the vessel afof California, were presented aud tho oath of
forded some idea of the terrible blows she officewas administeredto him. Several bills
Loss cash items available for reduction of the debt ....................
$ 224,071,353 had received. The crushed deck was known were introducedand referred.At 2 o'clock tho
President'smessage was received and read,
Less reserve held for redemptionof
ns the forward whaleback. It was conUnited States notes ............... 103,000,090 structedof four-inchpine planks resting shortly after which tho Senate adjourned. The
House was called to order precisely at noon,
npon massive iron beams. These in turn 241 members respondingto their names. On
Total debt, less available cash
motion of Mr. Morrison, of Illinois, a resolution
v
— ................... $1,331,4:16,231 were upheld by three-inoh iron rod stanch- was adopted directing tho Clerk to inform tho
Not cash in the Treasury ........... 43,093,550 ions. The vast volume of water struck the
Senate tnat the House was ready to proceed to
whaleback about fifteen feet from the stem business. On motion of Mr. Reagan, of Texas,
Debt, less cash in Treasury,
Dec, 1, 18* .................... $1,351, 312,033 and crashed in a section twenty-nine feet a resolution was adopted for tho appointment
Debt, lets cash in Treasury,Nov. 1,
long and extending the full width of the of a committee of three members to
join a similar committee appointed by tho Seni** ................................
1,351,317,917 steamship.
ate to wait upon tho Presidentand inform him

5

.

filled

.

a

*

-

Mr. Duff will devote the third week of that Congress was ready to receive any communication he might desire to make, Messrs.
company’s engagement at McVicker's Reagan, Brockenridgo of Kentucky, and Reed
Theater to Gilbert and Sullivan revivals, were appointedos such committee.At 12 :40
a recess was taken. Ui>on tha resays the Chicago Xeim. The first three assemblingof the House tho committee appointed to wait upon the
evenings the “Mikado” will be given, with
President announced that it had ]>orformodits
Miss Vemoun Jnrbeau as Yam-Yam, Mr.
duty, and that tho Presidentwould communi-

3,005,213 his

ally outstanding ..................
00,520,633
Silver held for silver certificates
actually outstanding
..........105,519,817
United States notes hold for certifiothers of
catos of deposit actually outidentified
adstanding ...........................
7,125,003
Cash held for matured debt amt inmirable performanceof the Japaneseopera
terest unpaid ...................... 21,001,902 given lost season by the Duff company.
Fractionalcurrency ................ 4,201
The remainderof the week will be given to

Ryley

the decisions of the lower court in all the

in the bud lands of

$

....

affirmed

gan.

000 to Harvard University.Greenleaf re-

GENERAL.
of buffalo is

the United States Senatorialfight in Michi-

__

.

$

The Iowa Supreme Court has

_

debt statement issued on the 1st inst., cents near the headwatersof Beaver and Glendive Creeks. It is thought that Indians
omitted:
drove them down from British soil.
INTEnKST-UEAlUNO DKUT.
Ponds at 4'^ percent ............... f 2JO,''00,000
On her last trip from Antwerp to New
Ponds at 4 per cent. ................. 73/, 77*),'MX)
\ork
the steamer Westemland met with
Ponds at 3 per cent .................
71,151,2 .0
Refunding certificatesat 4 per cent. I'JIJJO a frightful disaster, involving the death of
Navy pensionfund at 3 per cent.
14, 00 J, 000
Pacific railroad bonds at 0 per cent. 04,023,512 six men and the infliction of serious injuries to thirteen others. A huge cross-sea
Principal ................ ...... Si, 117,749.302
was suddenly encountered and it fell with
Interest ..............................11,493,039
terrificforce upon the forward deck of the
Total ............................
$1,149,242,401 steamship. The Westemland was then
DEBT ON WHICH INTE11K8T HAS CEASED 8 INCH seven days out from Antwerp. The deck
MATunrrr.
Principal ............................ 9, 2-0, 365 was crashed in and buried the unfortunInterest.............................
218,497 ates beneath a mass of wood and iron debris. The next instant the water swept
Total ............................ 9,5 7,802 along the gangways of the main deck, carDEBT BEAIUNO NO INfKtlBST.
Old demand and legal-tender notes.8 346,738,391 rying several persons with it. The crash
Certificatesof deposit ...............7,025,000 was terrific,but before the appalling nature
Gold certificates ..................... 90.520,033 of the accident was realized by the pasSilver certificates ................... Iu5,519,81f
sengers the officersof the ship had all
Fractional currency Hess 18,3/5,931
estimatedas lost or destroyed).
0,953,702 the men available engaged in the work
of rescue. The injured were carried to
Principal ........................
$ 530,757,543 the intermediate cabin, which was
TOTAL DEBT.

:

THE WEST.

is

A herd of possibly two hundred head

to decide the question.

James McMillan has withdrawn from

rumored that within ninety days C.
P. Huntingtonwill acquire entrance to Chicago for the Chesapeake and Ohio Rond by
purchasing control of the Louisville,New
Albany and Chicago, or concluding a traffic
agreement.
___
^
It

on wood, was recently seized by officers of

$

other personal property.

;

The

Condition of the Naij and Rec-

ommendations for

TIIESOLTII.

picked up he was conscious, and,
loaded up with whisky,
walked home in his wet clothes ____ The
will of the late ex- President Arthur, which
Docreaso of debt during the
has just been probatedat New York, dimonth .........................
vides the estate equally between bis two
CAHH IN THE THEAHUKY.
children.The estate is estimated at $150,Availablefor reduction of debt
Gold
held
for
gold certificatesactu000, and is chieHy in stocks, bonds, and
after gettingwell

be
B.

SECRETARY WHITNEY'S REPORT.

as Ko-Ko, and

the cast

with the

a revival of “lolauthe,” of which opera an
Total available for reduction of
the debt ........................ $ 224,071,553 elaborate production is promised. Miss
Reserve fund held for redemption
Jarbeau has introduced into “The Mikado”
of United States notes, octsJan.14.
a new brand of kisses, the noise of which
1875, and July 12, 1H82 ............. $ 100,090,003
resembles that made when a cow draws her
Unavailable for reduction of the
debt :
foot out of the mud, and which Mr. Doffs
Fractional silvercoin ...............
25,609,007 agent states would cause an “aconiteto

cate in writing with Congress forthwith. Mr.
Pruden, the President's Assistant Secretary,

was then announced, and presented to the
House the President's annual message. It was
immediately read by the Cleik. Shortly afterward tho House adjourned.
«

..

$

Minor coin.

103,584

believed to be $100,000, and will retain his
position....L. B. Frankel & Co., the oldTotal ............................
3 25,237,031
est mining-stock firm in Virginia City. Certificateshold as cash ............48,880,970
Nev., failed for $015,000. The creditors Not cash balanceon hand ........... 60,023,556
include many of the most prominent shareTotal cash in the Treasury as
holders in the Comstock mines. Their
shown by Treasurer’s general
business was enormous, the receipts being
account ........ .............. $ 439,023.740
about $50,000 a doy. Great excitement was
Washington special:“Congressman
caused in Virginia City by the suspension,
Frank Lawler telegraphed in advance to
and if the three members of tin firm bad

forget his vows.”

A

dispatch from an Arizona town

states that Governor Torres, of Sonora,
has thrown into prison the editors of Mexi-

can journalspublished at Gnaymas and
Hennosillo for oppositionto the State
Government.

THE MARKETS.
NEW

YORK.

Beeves ...........................
$4.50 ft 5.50
Hogs ............................4.no («> 4.50
Wheat— No. 1 White.' ............ks «i .88',.

89

No. 2 Bed ...............
.8ji„
Cob.V— No. 2 ....................... 4S <4 .5)*
Oats— White .....................
37 >« .42V,
Pobk— Family Mess .............11.50 (Pl2.uu'

CHICAGO.
BEEVES-Cholceto l*rimo Steers 5.00 ^

5.5)

Good Shipping ......... 3.75 <$ 4.50

Its

Im-

pmement.
The report of Secretaryof the Navy
Whitney renews hie former recommendation for a consolidationof the bureans so as
to insure responsibility
in the

purchaseand

care of supplies,and says that so far as his
power extended he had consolidated in one
bureau the general purchases of the department, the care and custody of stores,
and had created a system of book-keeping
by which the responsibility for the care
and disposal of property can be had.
show that there is at present
no real responsibility for properly belonging to the department,the Secretary
quotes from the report of a board appointed by him to make an inventory at the different navy yards and naval stations. The
inventory shows an accumulationof stows
and supplies aggregating over $20,000,000,
nearly $3,000,000 of which is obsolete and
useless. Among other items there are 46,666 augers aud bits, of which 25,274 are at
clpsed yards where no work is likely to bo
done.
The Secretary confesses that the experience of tho department in its first attempt
to create modern vessels of war has been
disappointing.He says; “One characteristic which an unarmored cruiser must
possess is great speed. This is determined
by the function which she is expected
to perform in modern warfare. She is a
‘commerce destroyer.’ She must be able
to escape from iron-clads and outran, so
as to overhaul,merchantmen.If slower
than iron-cladsahe could not keep the sen,
and if slower than merchantmen she might
ns well stay in port. • * • When the

To

Dolphin, Boston, Atlanta, and Chicago
were projected and contractsfor their construction entered into it was well known
what speed ought to be attained,and what
weight and character of machinery per ton
of displacement was necessary to obtain it.
Commercial vessels had at that time attained speed ranging between sixteen and
nineteen knots, and cruisers were built in
other countriesattainingthe same speed.”
The Secretary compares the trial trips of
the Dolphin and Atlanta with those of English and French boa's only recently completed, to the disadvantage of the former.
The Dolphin was designed for 2,300 indicated horse power, aud developed less than
2,300, while the Alacrity and Surprise,English boats of 3,000, developed 3,173 and
3,079 respectively. The Atlanta was designed to attain 3,500 horse power, but her
engines develop less than that.
The report gives the bids and awards of
the new cruisers, and says regarding cruiser No. 1, for which no bid was rece ved
within the limit set by Congress,

that orders

had been given to

re-

duce her size to bring it within such limit,
$1,100,000.The report treats of armor
and guns for monitors and armor clads at
great length, and deprecates tho fact that
this country should be content to be dependent on the manufacturers of other
nations for the fabrication of armor and

high-powered guns. In this connection
the Secretaryrecommends the appointment of a commissionto formulate a scheme
of naval construction, and continues: “If
Congress should at its next session
make provision for the manufacture
this country of armor and
of high-powered guns, and should take
steps for securing a broader and more in-

in

telligent considerationand treatment of the

general subject of construction proper to
be undertaken, no time in the end will be
lost, and mistakes will be avoided. Meanwhile it is my dutv to call atteution to the
urgent necessityfor immediate action.”
The Secretary says that if 'tho estimate
of the Chief Constructorof the Navy is
correct, in six years only three of the serviceable cruising vesselsnow on the list will
be left, and, unless a new navy shall bo
created, there will be none in existence
after that lapse of time.
Concerningexpenditures, the rei>ortsays:
“In the adjustment of accounts for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, after paying all liabilitiesfor the year, it is believed
there will be an unexpended balance of from
$600,000 to $650,000,about one-half, which
is for the pay of the navy and the marine
corps, showing a total expenditure of about
$13,500,000,or upward of $500,000 less than
the appropriations.
These amounts do not
include the expenditures for steel cruisers
and the competition of the double-turreted
monitors.” Tho report cites that this is
the first time for many years that tho expenditureshara been kept within the

estimates. 1

1

Secretary Whitney

recommends that

the

naval academic course be shortened to
four years, instead of six, as at present,
and also urges that apprentices be admitted
to the academy. The remainderof the report is devotei to detailedreports from the
heads of the various departments.

Common ............... 3.0-3 ** 3.5)
Hoos-ShlppingGrades ......... 3 75 (d 4.50
FLOUR-Extra Spring ........... 4.25 ft 4.75
HORACE GREELEY.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... u <& .71)
Corn-No. 2 ...................... 37'a •• .33 >o
not got away unpleasant consequences the Willard Hotel: ‘I will be with you
Oats-No. ....................... 27 ft, .27 'a Tho Fainoux Editor Relieved tho North
T. D. Sullivan has been re-elected Bdtteb— Choice Creamery ....... 25 ft* .27
Should Have Paid for the Slaves.
might have resulted.
Monday night with my sweet sixteen.'The
Fine Bair/ .............
.23
Lord Mayor of Dublin, and a solicitor
John C. Mann, of Minneapolis,has hotel clerk wondered who the ’sweet sixCH«E.E-F»iftr;im:a.edto: .u
I,
„ iBfchmond (VaJ .prow.]
teen’ could be. He knew Frank was nam°d O’Keefe was chosen Mayor of LimFull Cream, now ....... 12'.)
.13
The Rev. Dr. William Norwood, a promcommenced, in a Chicago restaurant,the
married, bnt did not think he could have a ; erick. Each has pledged himself to refuse Egos -Fresh ......................22
.h.'ft
.» .24
... inent Episcopalian clergyman of this city,
task of eating thirty quail in thirty consecu- daughter of that age. When Mr. Lawler any honors offered during the year by the Potatoes—Choice, per bu ....... 45 (<i .48
was the minister who performed the marPork-Moss ......................
10.7j c 11.00
tive days, the wager being $1,000. Only arrived te explained that ‘sweet sixteen’ Queen.
riage ceremony on the occasion of the wedMILWAUKEE.
three successes in this Hue adorn the was the majority by which he polled
ding of Horace Greeley, who was then on
M. Rouquet, Secretaryof the Parri WHEAT-Cash ......................78 1-1 .78'
Corn-No. ...................... 38 ft .3^
through in the election.”
records.
Municipal Council, having forwarded to Oats-No. 2 ....................... 27 ft .27 v. unknown young man, though giving
Lieut. Greely bos been made an United States Minister McLane the peti- Rye— No. ........................ 55 ft .57' nromise of future prominence. Dr.
The St. Louis Woman's Christian TemNorwood was at the time reclor of a
10.75 « 11.00
perance Union adopted resolutions con- assistant to Gen. Hazen, who is in ill- tion adopted by the Council, Nov. 29, ask- PoBK-Mess ......................
TOLEDO.
church in North Carolina, and the future
demning the serving of alcoholic liqnors at healtli.... The Presidenthas promulgated ing that Governor Oglesby exercise Execu- Wheat-No. 2....;....-............69 ft 90
Mrs. Greeley was a school-teacherliving
CoRN-Cash ....................... 39 ft .40
the recent dinner given by Mrs. Whitney, the extradition treaty with Japan, which tive clemeucjr toward the condemned Chlin the same parish. When Mr. Greeley
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 29 ft 30
wife of the Secretary of the Navy, to a was ratified after being amended by the chogo Anarchists, Mr. McLane calls attenvisited North Carolina on his courting exDETROIT.
tion to the fact that the petitionwould be
number of ladies, includingMrs. Presi- Senate last June.
Beep Cattle ....................4.09 ft 5.03
peditionshe and Dr. Norwood ilnick up
............................3.00 ft 4.25
dent Cleveland — A conference will be
an acquaintance which lasted to the close
Land-Commisrioner Sparks has re- much more efficaciousif addressed direct Boos;
to the Executive of Illinois, but consents Sheep ............................4.09 ft 5.00
held at Columbus, Ohio, with ex-Senntor
of Greeley’s life. At the end of the war,
Wheat— Michigan Rod ...........si.ji g-j
ferred to the Secretary of the Interior for
to transmit the same as desired.
Thurman by other counsel for the Governwhen Greeley visited Richmond to go on
Corn -No. 2... .................... :» 1* .40
ment in the Bell Telephone cose as to the transmittalto Congressthe report by SurJefferson Davis’ bail bond, he sought out
It is reported that the French steamship Oats— No. 2 White ................ 32 ft .31
8T. LOUIS.
next legal steps to be taken— whether to veyor General Julin, of New Mexico, of Chanderaagore,with 1,200 French troops
Dr. Norwood, bis old friend, and discussed
Wheat— No. 2 .................... 80 ft .81
appeal to the Fnited .States Supreme Court his investigationof the privateland claim on board, founderedduring a cyclone near
the late war very earnestly with him, each
Corn— Mixed ..................... 36 ft .37
or commence a suit in the Massachusetts known os Ojo del Amil, involvingsome
trying to convince the other. The subAlgiers, and that dl hands were lost ____ Oats— Mixed .................... 28 ft .2J
courts ____ The Federal Grand Jury came in- 70,060 acres. The Commissioner concurs
................10.75 11.25
ject of this debate is made public toSpain has induced Bismarck to abandon Pohk— Now Moss CINCINNATI.
to court at Indianapolis nud repotted no in- wilh the SurveyorGeneral in recommendday by Dr. Norwood. The point
his proposal to esiablisha naval station at
Wheat-No.
2 Red ................ 79 & .79^
dictments in the, palter of the local elec- ing the rejection by Congress of this claim
Corn— No. 2 .............
as ft .:*!* which caused their wannest expresthe Caroline Islands.
. .A colliery explosion
tion frauds. Judge Woods plainly indi- as unfounded and uumentorious.
sions of differing opinion was Dr. NorOats-No. 2 ....................... 29 ft .31
in Durham, England, killed thirty miners.
Pork -Moss ............
11.24 tu 11.75
cated that the jury had failed to perfoi m
wood’s Assertionthat the North was legally
The
corporation of Dublin adopted reso- LiveHoos ...................... 4.00 ei 4.50
its duty ____ “Jim” Cumm ngs, in his latest
and morally bound to pay the South the
BUFFALO.
lutions denonneing the conduct of the
letter to a St. Louis paper, says he is tired
full market value of the liberatedslaves.
Wheat-No. 1 Hard .............. 91 ft .92
The
books
of
the
internal
revenue
office
Greeley at first treated the propositionas
of being chased around the conntrv by deGovernmentin prohibiting the National Corn-No. .........
44 ft .45
tectives, and offers to return $25,000 of the at Atlanta show a recent Increase of eight4.0 J ft 4.50
monstrous, finally,however, saying: “I
League meetings at Sligo and elsewhere. Cattle ...........................
INDIANAPOLIS.
stolen money if they let him go in peace ____
will think over the subject as you have proeen in the registeieddistilleriesof Georgia. Lord Mayor Sullivan and Mr. Sexton de- Beep Cattle ....................8.0) ft 5.C0
The excitement in mining stocks continues They are allowed to sell to the public in
sented it aud see you before I leave RichHoas
.............................
3.25
ft
4.25
livered addresses. None of the Conservain San Franc sco, says a dispatch from that ten-gallon packages. In only three counmond, when I will let you know my conSHEEP ............................2.50 ft 4.00
city. The laboring classes are taking a ties is the manufacture of liquors prohib- tive members of the corporationwere Wheat — No. 2 Red ................ 78 ft .78«$ clusion."
_
present.
Corn-No. ....................... 35 ft .30
hand in the deal, as over $4,000,000 nos ited.
When Mr. Greeley returned Uter in the
28 ft .29
The Princess of Wales has just com- Oats ..............................
been withdrawn from the savings banks
day, he said to his old friend: “Doctor, I
EAST LIBERTY.
The President has appointed the followduring the last ten days.... The Detroit
have thought it over, and, after weighing
pleted her forty-secondyear. Emperor CATTLE-Best....................4.50 0 5.00
Fair .................... 4.25 0 4.50
Pipe Company’s factory was destroyed by ing Postmakters: At Carrollton,HI, Ed- William of Germany celebrateson Jan. 1
the matter calmly, am convinced that the
Common ................3.50 ft 4.00
ward Smith; Albion, Mich., Frank F. the eightieth anniversary of his entry into Hogs ..............................
fire. Loss, $100,000.
North ought to pay the South for the
4.25 0 4.75
slaves.”
St. Louis has secured the next National Cole; Trenton, Mich., Eckford Moore; the German army.
BHEEP ............................3.75 ft 4.50
...
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The Master Mechanic.

The man who wonld

attain to the position of a master mechanic in any line
of meohanicalbusiness must acquire

When yon

visit

Important.
or leave New York

BROWN'S

“Over and Over Again.”

City, save

sometimesthe only way to impress a troth upon the mind. Accordingly
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposib take notice that Dr. Pierce’s “PleasantPurgative Pellets"(the originalLittle liver Pills)
omefhing more than mere technical Grand Central Depot
continue to be wonderfullyeffectiveinoasoiof
018 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million
'skill, or that knowledgewhich pertains
sick and nervous Headache, constipation, indito the useful or mechanical arts., He dpHars, #1 aud upwards per day. European gestion,rush of blood t.> the Hoad, cold explan. Elevator. Restaurant snppliodwith the
‘should ever cultivate the consciousness boat Horn cars, stages, and elevatedrail- tremities, and all ailments arising from obthat there is always something to be road to all depots. Familiescan live bettor for structionof the bodily functions. Their action is thorough yet gentle,and the ingredilearned in his business, and also very less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at ents being entirely vegetable, they can bo taken
any
other
first-class
hotel
in
the
city.
much to be learned outside of it. He
with impunity into the most delicate stomach.
baggage, expressage,and

f

3

“ Repetitionis

carriage hire, and

WILL CURB

perity and depression,and always bear
in mind that there are always dangers
to face which the most careful study
and the greatest skill cannot fathom,

part that

wears out, in order

can give but partial protection. In art
he should be able to judge correctly of
every detail of the workshop, as well
as to estimate truly the priceless productions of skill and genius. The best
foremen and master mechanics we have
in our great workshops to-day are those
who have elevated themselves to their
trustworthy positions by hard work,
close applicationto study, and who feel

-

The

-

-

3 months’ treatment for 50o. Piso’s
edy for Catarrh. Sold by druggists.

B Y
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To make a cement or glue, dissolve
five or six bits of mastic in as much
themselvesfully prepared to assume spirits of wine as will make them liquid.
any responsibilitiesas they may in- In another vessel dissolve as much
crease and be placed upon them.-— isinglass(previously soaked in water
Wagonmaker.
till softened) in rum or brandy as will
Sleeplessness is about os common make two ounces by measure of strong
a complaint as indigestion, and often glue, add two bits of gum galbanum
as distressing as pain. The causes are or ammoniacum, which must be rubbed
many, and there are, therefore,many or ground till dissolved.Mix tho whole
differentmeans of relief suggested, with sufficientheat, and keep the comeach having a measure of success ac- position in a bottle well corked. When
to he used set the bottle in hot water.
An excellent cement.

4th edition.
ErtVd 1«7A

ft.

HOME
MAGAZINE.
Greatly enlarged for 1887.
The best ronguine of its claw.

ALL DRUGGISTS

CLEAN! WIDE-AWAKE

The Genuine ha* Trade Mark and croued Red

I

CHEAP!

Price, 52 00 & rear. Isrge discounts to clubs.
Sample copies of previous Imiics Kkkk. Hatnple
copies of current numbers in cents each (lull
price). T. 8. /.RTHUa A SON. Philsde'nhla, Pa.

Line* on wrapper.

TAKF. NO OTHER.
A*rUJ>Y.
nook-keeping,Dullness
HOME
------- Forms, Penmanship, Arithmetic. Shorthand. etc.,thoroughly taught by mail. Circulars free.
OF HUMlNE^H, HuffUlo. N. Y.

EBSTER’S

COLLFGK

SKUNK.
EACOOOK
^

DiaMgJMoiary.

And all other furs bought for cash
highestprices. Send for circularwhich invcs full
particulars.K. C. HOUGHTON. 4 Bond St.. New York.
at

A Dictionary
118,

«W Words, 8000 Engravings,

World

Gazetteer of the

WANTED GOOD MAN

Of 25 000 Titles, and a

Biographical Dictionary
Frazier’sMagic Oimment will
Pimples, blackheads and
1 UUUR JJUUlUUfrsckle.. ItlicalacuU.bums.chapped hands and lips, and cold sores. Price 50 cents. At
drugglafs or mailed by WMS. MFG. Oo., Cleveland.0.

mi.i,,.

V

proflUnle employmentto representus in every
county. Salary per month and expense*,or a
ooramlaalonon sales it preferred.Goods aUple.
Every one buya Outflt and particulars Free.
Standard silverware co., Boston, mass.

when

in

L-rrrrr
Chicago, will find it on

fils

All in ono

Book.

A C.

MKRRIAM A

CO.,

Pub’rs.Springfield. Mf m.

ISfT^

largo

advertisers

nearly 10,000 Noted Persons,

A CHOICE HOLIDAY GIFT.
G.

WE WANT YOUI

on advertisingspace

of

•t .T.r,
Flrwlfe.

Dr.

at

rz.r^;L0RD&TH0NAS.

Rem

No Rope to Cot Off Horteef
Celebrated ‘QCLIPSK’ II

Manet,
Have been

heartily enjoyed by the citliens of

BRIDLE Combined, can-

and

the Fire

Only those who have suffered from salt rheum
In the worst form can know the agonies caused
by this dreadful disease. Hood’s Sarsaparillahas
had remarkable success in curing salt rheum, as
weU as all affections of the blood.
“I owe the same gratitude to Hood’s Sarsaparillathat one would to hia rescuerfrom a burning
building. I was tormentedwith salt rheum, and
had to leave off work altogether. My face, about
the eyes, would be swollen and scabbed,my hands
and a part of ray body would bo raw sores for
weeks at a time, my flesh would seem So rotted
that I could roll piecesfrom between my fingers
as largo as a pea. One physician called it type
poison,and gave mo medlcino accordingly; but
salt rheum cannot bo cured in that way. Finally
I bought a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It helped
me ao much that I took a second and third bottle,
and was entirely cured. I have not been troubled
with ealt rheum since." A. D. Robbins,Hagar
Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

w
J?KenAl9pJor.,"»k
crM*
Woodbury, 8T
PcarlBL, Albany, N.y„

ARTHUR’S

ALTER

family of Hon. W. B. Hoke, Judge
of the Jefferson County, Ky., Court, used
St. Jacobs Oil with signal success.

Chicago

, Moth, Freckle*.Red N«*e, Acne, Black
Hpnd^ Sew*, Pitting and their treatment

.w

FEMALE INFIRMITIES
RHEUMATISM
NEURALGIA
KIDNEY AND LIVER
TROUBLES
FOR SALE

^

all their Imperfection*, including facial 1>ct* !opmc:.t, Haircnd Scalp, SuperH.-.lr. P.lrth Marks Moles, Warts,

BACK & SIDES

the

for

J.MXihP, the Best Htohy Paean
country.Head it

FACE, HANDS, FEET,

IMPURE BLOOD
CONSTIPATION

If you are losing your grip on life, try “Wells’
Health Ronewer."Goes direct to weak spots.

so easy to execute, will preserve a stair
carpet half as long again as it would
last without the strips of paper.
•

in

ySri

and

GENERAL DEBILITY

LIFE PRESERVER.

and against which, oftentimes,caution carpet is wide, and about four or five
and prudence are powerless, or at least inches in breadth. This simple plan,

C5T2T

CHILLS and FEVERS
TIRED FEELING

mother's favoritecough medicine foe
the children and adults is “Rough on Cougha”
Troches, 10c. Liquid, 2/kj.

lessen the friction of the carpet against
the boards beneath. The strips should
be within an’inch or two as long as the

A

AdfcKJJtla In (he

MALARIA

The

to

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.
Boston, New York, Chicago.

NERVOUS PROSTRATION

_

first

Constructed on the new method of stringing, on slap
liar terms. Bend for descriptive
Cataloguer

INDIGESTION
BILIOUSNESS
DYSPEPSIA

PAIN

Hamlin

UPRIGHT PIANOS.

HEADACHE

It may seem strange at the first thought,
in the discharge of the important trust wit, culture,breeding, and conversabut the wave of a huudkerchiof has wreckoi
devolved upon him. He is most suc- tional power, all combined, whose ge- many a mnn of war.
cessful for himself who serves his em- nius it is a delight to remember; whose
“ISUCHU-PAIDA.”
ployers best and first. A good foreman fascinations it is worth while living to
Quick, complete cure, all annoying kidney,
or master mechanic is not made of poor have experienced and enjoyed. These
bladder, and urinary diseases. IL At druggists.
material ; neither is he the work of a are the very flower, not only of a class,
“HOUGH ON 1I1LU” PILLS.
day. His growth in progress is slow, but of a nation; tho expressionof what
Small granules, small dose, big results, pleasoften, perhaps, discouraging, always is choicest and rarest in a race and an
ant in operation, don’t disturb the stomach. 25o.
more or less laborious. He must ever institution.They made me think of
“HOUGH ON UIRT.”
be learning, ever on the alert for iiome those costly attars of the Orient which
Ask for “Rough on Dirt." A perfect washing
unknown or unforeseen danger, and require thousands of roses for the dispowder found at last ! A hannloHs, extra fine,
always awake to those that are known. tillationof a single drop; the labor of A 1 article,pure and clean ; sweetens,freshens,
There is hardly a trade, industry, art, the garden, the influence of tho climate, bleaches,and whitens without the slightest injury to finestfabrics. Unequoled for fino linens
or invention with which he should not the outcome of tho soil, and tho de- and
laces,general household, kitchen, and launbe more or less familiar, at least so far struction of a myriad of flowers, all to
dry use. Softens water; saves labor and soap.
6c,
10c,
26c. At druggists or grocers.
as to be able to estimate correctly the produce one exquisite result, which,
after
all,
is
for
the
delectation
of
only
inherent elements of danger, and its
For dyspepsia, indigestion, depression of
relation, if any at all, to his daily work. the wealthy and fortunate of man- spirits, ____
and „general
______ debility
_______
in their
...
_____ various
..
kind.”
forms; also as a preventiveagainst fove
fover and
The changes made in manufacture are
ague and other intermittentfevers, the Ferto be noted, and the new dangers inMr. F. Rentschler, San Francisco, ro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisava,"made by
volved, if any, studied, counteracted,
Caswell,Hazard A Co., New York, and sold by
or avoided. A thousand invent’ons, Cal., contracted a severe cold, and became all druggists, is the best tonic,and for patients
so hoarse he could not speak. He tried a
more or less pregnant with danger, are number of remedieswithout benefit, and recoveringfrom fover ami other sickness it
has no equal
to be understood, and their hazards or
even tho efforts of two physicians failed to
advantages pointed out. In manufact- give the slightestrelief. ‘ He was induced
•Rough on Rats" clears out rats, mice. 15o.
ures every year develops new peril in to try Red Star Cough Cure, one bottle of
•Rough on Corns"— hard or soft corns. 15c.
the efforts made to cheapen the cost of which entirely cured him.
•Roughen Toothache." Instant relief. 15o.
production.He should keep himself
“Rough on Dentist" Tooth Powder, 10c.
posted on the various industries of the
Stair carpets should always have a
Wide awake 3 or 4 hours every night, coughcountry, study the financial situation slip of paper under them at and over ing.— Get immediate relief and sound rest by
and watch closely the periods of pros- the edge of every step, which is the using “Rough on Coughs" Troches,10 cents.

cl

UNRIVALED ORGANS

BITTERS

All druggists.
should be ever ready to appreciate
Englishwomen.
valuable knowledge from whatever
“Those who nse onr goods are very
source it can be obtained; carefully “There are English ladies with all
much attached to them,” is what a porousstudy and consider every new develop- the accomplishmentsof any of their phistercompany advertises.
ment pertainingto his business, and, sex,” writes Adam Badeau. “There are
When everything else foils, Dr. Sago’s
most important of all, swear unfalter- beauties that no other land can excel,
ing allegiance to duty, to honesty of or hardly rival; there are graces of Catarrh Remedy cures.
purpose and faithfulness to principles manner that none can resist; women of

_

Mason
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neesed by thousands of people, who can testify to
maa\*
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THE WONDERFUL HEADING POWER OF

Hamlii’s Wizard

J.C.UGHTlloDSE.RocherterJf.Y
MENTION THU FAFEA »m WEIT1N.
«>mi TO

Oil.
OF

IT HAS NO EQUAL FOB THE CUBE

___

and

L’HIt’Auu i,i
voted1 to
to WaF
WaF Sketches every
every week,
___ ____
and they
__ _ areal]
true to life. Read them. You cannot fail to approdate them, for they are furnished by

Anil

_

“JOHNNY”

Many Other Pains Caused

by

Accidentor Disei

It is safe and sure, does its work qnicklyi
gives universal satisfaction.For sale by dntfl
Price. 50c.

OurBongBook mailed

free to overji

Address WIZARD OIL COMPANY, CHICAGO.
oar. Address

The OLDEST MEDICINE In the WORLD (•
1

CURE Guaranteed

fRUPTURE

B. Mayer,
Arch St. Philo.,
at once. No

by Dr.

SU

J.

^JPaJAae

operationor business delay; thousands cured. Consultation free. AtStaudlsh House, DetrolLMIch..1 to 7,
fi*mmerclsl Hofei. Chicago,8 to last of each month.
MENTION THU f ATOt wva* vuru, to iDViiroaM,

cording as it is appropriatelyemployed.
The physiology of sleep is not fully
understood, some claiming that during
Tho Fountain of Vitality,
sleep the brain has less blood circulatSarsaparilla
Tho source of physical energy and mental
ing in it than usual, while others claim
Sold by all druggists.$1; sit for (4. Prepared only
activity,is tho blood. Let this become vitiated
by C. I. HOOD k CO.. Apothecaries,Lowell, Mats.
that there is a greater fullness of blood
with bile, or thin and watery in consequence of
in the vessels during sleep. Since the
IOO Doses
Dollar
indigestion and non-assimilation
of the food,
period of sleep is the time for repair of and an interruption of tho functions of tho body,
THE
tissue, it would seem that the brain aud a loss of stamina, flesh, and appetite enought to receive the average amount of sues. Hostotter's Stomach Bitters Is a tonio
CHEAPEST
blood in sleep, and wo incline to the specially adapted to restore all throe, because
AND
opinion that sleep is not accompanied it assists digestion and assimilation, and reBEST
by either an excess or deficiencyof moves bild and other Impurities from the cirMEDICINE
blood in brain. There are many ex- culation.Protected and strengthenedwith this
FOB FAMILY DBS
periences which tend to show that admirable defensive Jnvigorant, the system deeither an excess (hypencmia) or a de- lies influences inimical to health, to which, if unIN THE
ficiency (annmia) of blood in brain regulated and feeble,It would undoubtedly
WORLD!
succumb. Constipation, often an obstinate and
“doth murder sleep.” Professional ehronic
ailment, is entirely removed by it, tho
CURES ALL
men— brain-workers— often report as liver, kidneys, and bladder aroused from Inacto themselves that it is better to accom- tion, and a tendency to rheumatismeffectually
PAINS
counteracted. It also eradicates malarialdisplish their mental work during the ease.
Internal or External.
earlier hours of the day, as evening
flOc a Dottle.
BOLD DT DMUOOlsyS.
He Was Innocent.
mental exertionmakes them prone to
loss of sleep. Some say they find it
Little P -- has been accused and
best even to avoid the excitement of convicted of so many queer pranks DR.
social evening receptions. Almost any that he always expects to be charged For the cure of all disordersof the Stomach, Lirer.
Towe.w’ KMneys. Bladder,NervousDiseases,Loss of
one may by observationof the relation with some new deviltry, even when he Appetite.Headache, Costivcness,hidlgestlon.Biliousness, Ferer. Inflammation of the Bowels, Piles, and
of daily habits to sleep capacitydis- is altogether innocent. He is very
dwangementa of the internal viscera. Purely
vegetable,containing no mercury, minerals,or delecover what is best for himself. The fond of flowers and naturally artisticin terious
drugs.
sedentary businessman or brain- work- his arrangement of them. He has a
Price, 2ft cents per box. Sold by all druggists.
er may, perhaps, do well to take a Tit- special liking for wild flowers, and
tle exercise toward evening to fatigue brings them in from the woods and
the muscular system and draw off the fields.
are a cure for this
DR. RAOWAY’S PILLS complaint. They renerve forces and activity from the
One day he broughtr in a bunch of
brain, while the active muscle-worker blossoms, and among them were some
may find it easy to lure himself to re- of the variety, unknown by name to diseases.
pose and calm sleep by reading. Aro- this historian, in which a slender, fiat,
matic spirits of ammonia may be used green stalk is surmounted by a little
as a mild stimulant for anemic sleep- hood-shaped blue flower.
RESOLVENT,
lessness, and a drop or two of tincture
“Oh, mamma, see,” he exclaimed,
of belladonna for nervous excitability “here is some grass with a bonnet on Mimses*8 *°r Bcro*ul* 1111 Blo°d and Skin
which postpones sleep, but the use of it, and I didn’t put it on there— honest,
RADWAY ft CO., N. Y.
chloral and morphia should be very I didn’t.”-Boston Record.
A D II
6u red. Treatment sent on trial.
exceptional,and never as a nightly reVriUM HUMAN KRKMKDTCo.^aFayette, In<L
source. These or proprietaryanodynes
' Tho Weaker Sox
are dangerous expedients,*espec ally Are immensely strengthenedby the use of Dr.
for chronic invalids. Sleep is indeed, R. V. Pieicc’s“Favorite Prescription," which
like the beauty which it favors, de- cures all female derangements, and gives tone
pendent upon a general wholeness, to tho system. Bo.d by druggists.
Morphine Habit Cared la HP
health, and balance of natural funcA Chinese Adage — love ’oo little,
o 20 days. No.pay till cared.
tions, and all those influences which
r. J. Stephens,Lebanon, Ohio.
love Oolong.
favor soundness of mind and body fa®
B.s.fc A.P. Lacky. Patent
vor their normal operations,one of
I PIM I % Attorneys, Washington, D.C.
Coughs and Colds. — Those who are suffer*
which is sleep.— Dr. Foote's Health mg from Coughs. Colds, Bore Throat, eta,
should try Brown’s BronchialTrocher Sold
Monthly.

Hood’s

!l^;;:;aM8ULLE8.BS

probably Dr.

1

Isaac Thompson’s

Uelebrated Eye

|fa

D

WafeN

This article is » carefullyprepared physician'sproscription, and has bfou in conntantuso fornearfy a
century,and notwithstandingthe manv other preoai?
stious that have been introduced Into Hie market the
sale of this artHe is coiwtsntlyincresoing.If tiie di.
rectionsarw followedit will never foil. Wo psrilca^
lariy invito the attention of phisiriiaato Its merits
John L. ThomjMOH, Nona ft Co., TKOY N Y

MD-horlcatown, Msaa.

o

One

The BUYERS* GUIDK Is
Issued Sept, and March,

each fear* ftrg-313 pages,
8%xll}£ Inches, with over
3, BOO Illustrations— •
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Prices
iffrecl fo eonsutnrrt on all goods for
personal or family nse. Tells how to
order, and gives exact cost of every*
thing you use, eat, drink, wear, or

have fan with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain Information gleaned
from the markets of the world. We
will mail a copy FREE to any ad*
dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let as hear from

Rad way's

Ready

Relief

you.

Respectfully,

MONTGOMERY WARD

F

A CO.

227 dc 220 Wabash Aveaao, Chicago, ill.

RADWAY'S PILLS

only one in the world generating

-v-n/

acontinuons Electrie <t JUaanrilc
- currrtit. Sclcntlflc,Powerful,Durahle,
^ Comfortable and F.ffectlve. Avoid frauds.

DROPSY

Kl

mi.

II. II.

ClllBEN

ftp

HOXM,

Bpeolnlista for Thirteen Years Fast,
Have treated Drop-, •and its complication,with the
most wondenui siiecoa* : u*« vegetable remedies,
K'

°'

dropw

phv-Hins^ut* ProBouBfodhopeless by the best of

From

the first dose the symptoms rapidlydisan-

all tympBome rasy cry humbug without knowing anything

Join*

Jre^removi^ay“ at lea“ tWo-Ullrdiof

about it. IfenuTulxr.it doe. not cost you anyth!
realize the merito of onr treatment foryonrsen
ten days the difficulty of breathing is relieved
pulse regular,Uie nrlntry organs mode to disci
their full duty, sleep I* restored, tho swelling i
nearly gone, the atrensthincreased, and appetite t_
•rood. We are constantlycuring case* of Jong stand"•r-caaesthat have been tapiwd .number of times,
1 the patient declared iinablotoliveaweek.
Give
history of case. Name sex, how long afflicted!
swollen and where, are bowels costive.
pamphlet, containingtestimonials,
questions,eto.
Ten days treatment furnished free hy mail.
Epilepsy (Fits)jHtsitivelycured.
If you order trial, send 10 cents In stamps to DSF

W

Postage. H. H. liKKKN ft HONN. M. Ds:.
OO J ones Avenue, AUawfas, Ua.

DTSPEPSIA!

ABSOLUTELY

FREE!

SnUtlLLIU

II
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PATENTS SrsJsiS-83

_

$5
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OPIUM
KAMTCMTO

ALL

only in bozo.

To bestore

flowers: Most flowers
A kan miy be very lame and yet find his
begin to droop and fade after being
nose running day and night.
kept twenty-four hours in the water.
Place the stems in scalding water, deep
A safe and certain remedy for throat and
enough to cover about one-thirdof the lung diseases Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
length of the stem; by the time the
Dangerous Character— man
water has become cold the flowers
will have become erect and fresh; out who “takes life" cheerfully.
off the ends and put them into cold
Is one preparation, and produces a permawater.
nent color. Buckingham’s Dye for the Whiskers.

A

-

MEN

menta, from unyiinri^,s'inl f r pirticnl ir* an 1 advlcw lor sell Imine sm-ft.Dr. J K»un*»rr. Fern . m«I.

it

a

> P«r year. Your Postmaater is agent for
and will receiveyour subscription

“DON’T PAY A BIS PRICE!'
WILL NOT BE SOLB SEPARATE.
It

newspapers
boarding-houses.

paseiTttroiumni, "5 rear* okiTFor OmT Dollar
To change the color of a rose:
The death roll is found in
Mr*,,?^*iren^cl0®
Place a fresh gathered rose in water as tad third-class
“""“r '”l!lni"’ »» «> »» >»- tod
far as the stem will allow, then powder
it over with fine rappee snnffi being
Important to All Who Work
careful not to load it too much— in For a living Write to Hallctt A Ca , Portland,
about three hours, on shaking off the Maine, and they will send you full informasnuff, it will have become a green rose. tion, free, showing you how you can make
from |5 to 925 and upwards a day and live at
R** ,tlook.BBd P.'P^r- one rear, all post-paid,
“Mary Jane, have yon given the home, wherever you are located. Some have
,p*?f r„aIone- “c. if •Bbscrilied
before
made
over ISO in a day. Capital not required ;
gold-fish fresh water? “No, ma’am.
yon are started free All ages: both aexes.
What’s the use— they haven’t drank up All is new. Great incomes sure from the start
RURAL HOME 00.. Led.
what’s in there yet,"
Fortunes await all workers who tegrn at onoa.
Without Premium, Gftc a year I Roohxrbb.XJ

.

00 for

*
UKb

no. «r'« mterfptina to Fann tod llouthold,wiua

8
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PATENT E«B
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Patent HolicltorsMiracle.Indi tna.
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CATARRH

Have you heard of the astounding reductionfor Dr.

...
..... — - - famous
— aous Hon.
A. —Bhebxav's
Home- Treatmentthe only
known timtrante».comfort and cure without ope ration or hindrance from
in labor? No steel or iron bauds.
Perfect retentionnight ooddiyjno chrtw ; sn ed to
alleges AWMlOoii/y. Itend tor circufa of merahoimTand
“d VrootM. Get cured at

..
J.

O

fl t

c

o—

iO

St

i

r

osul way

,

If® w

York.

No. flO-gft

paper.

bitten. The captain and the rest of the
crew were in a terrible condition,but
were able to care for themselves. The
Wanderer alio had bard usage, and a few
hours after the Scud struck the beach the
Wanderer was also driven in. Her main
mast was gone and the was badly battered.
The crew all escaped ashore.”

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

a,

Saturday, Deo.

1886.

11,

List of lettersremalnlog In the postoffice at Hollaed, Mich., Dec. 0, 1886:

Cud

.Tames Bemisb, Mrs. Ella J. Holmes,

.

Wm. Vbrbukk, P. M.

the estimates of the Chief of En-

gineers for the River and Harbor bill are

Mr. W. Zeeh and Family.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 10, 1886.

the following: Chicago harbor, $340,000;

CO.,

db

Visit the Old

BARGAINS
—IN—

J.

W.

$25,000;

Bids will be received by the Board of
Water Commissioners of the City of Holland, Michigan,at the City Clerk’s Office,
$30,000.
until Monday, 6 p. in., December 20th,
Names of those perfect in attendance in 1886, for furnishing300 cords of good
sound 4-foot steam wood, either Hemlock
School DistrictNo. 0, Township of Hoior Pine, iu quantitiesof 25 cords or up
land for the month ending Dec. 3, 1886: wards. The Board reserves the right to
Sadie Nichols, Dilly Crofoot, Jeffy Cro- reject any and all bids.

Geo.

foot, Agnes Riley, Reka Sehreur, Nora

Meeboer, Leonard Dekker, Willie Herke-

Toboggan hoods and all kinds of knit
goods
D. Bertsch. 43-3t.

and steam wood

$5 buys

Takken & De Spelder.

Reduced Prices,

is

term of Circuit Court to commence in
Grand Haven, Jan. 11, 1887: Allendale,
Chester, George J.

Ulmer;

Crockery,

Daniel Nichols; Georgetown, Miron Barton ; Grand Haven Town, John C. Bishop;

Grand Haven City, First and Second
Wards, John T. Percival; Third and
Fourth Wards, George Stickney

Town,

Christian

Holland

;

Arend

Nyland; Jamestown, M. D. L.

aud 40c.

Charles Francis; Robinson, Alfred Robinson jr., Aldrich Pelton; Spring Lake,

Peter Baker, George

W.

Desbro: Tall-

madge, Ransom Doud; Wright, Walter

Laudegend, for a tin shop. During
the month of January, 1887, on Saturdays
Send Ashore.— Terrible Sufferings In Holland City at the same place.
Martin Felon,
of the Crew.

Last Friday afternoon just as

we

had

news reached this city
that the Scud, owned by Capt. I.
Thompson,of this city, but commanded
by his son. Capt. Haos Thompson, had
gone on the beach near New Buffalo.
to press the

Township.

45-2t.

43-31.

to the experiences of the

pare them, and return

for

your money

if

yon

Winter Overcoats commence at 2.95 and up to $20.
for

Suits for Boys

50c.

Men commence

commence

Small Boys', a charming

Banner Rods with stands, Goc.
Arrasene, 25c. per dozen.

A
lers,

at

at

$4.50 and up

$3 and up

little suit,

to $1

only

$2.

to

$20.

1.

Better, up to $1

Neckwear and Underwear.

J.

Novelty Braids, Ribbons, Fruit

W.

BOSMAN.

Clusters, <kc., &c.

Dolls in

all sizes

Holland, Mich.

and prices.

Books of Instruction on Ken-

sington Embroidery, and
Crazy Stitches.

Come and see the Stock

To the Taxpayers of the City of Holland:

simihr

of

-

Celebrated Hollywood

Articles for decorating.

We

particularly invite

the attention of the
ladies to the

INSTANTANEOUS

-

Regardless of Cost.

crew of the Ray

I am sellingLadies and Misses’ cloaks
regard'm
of cost in order to dispose of my
little sailingscow Scud, bailing from Holimmense stock before Christmas.
land, Micb. The Scud, accompanied by
43
D. Bertsch.
the Wanderer, another little sailingvessel,

S. Carr, comes from one of the crew of the

3t.

left Holland Tuesday night for Milwau-

kee, loaded with staves.

The

storm

struck them just off Milwaukee, and they
were driven back. The Scud was driven
out Into the lake. All day

crew worked on the slippery deck, think-

ing the gale would subside. It grew
stronger and colder however, and by
nightfallthe men weio nearly dead from
exposure. At 10 o’clock Wednesday
night a lad named Johnson was put at the
wheel, while the crew, headed by Capt.
Thompson, turned out to take a reef in
the frozen foresail.

When ibis feat was
man who could

accomplished the only

move at all was a sailor named John Edwards. The captain was nothing more
than a big icicle. Edwards half dragged

and half carried him

to the little cabin

and

laid him alongside the fire to thaw out his

ice-bound clothing.The deckload of
atayes was covered with ice, but Edwards
managed to help the other two members
of the crew into the cabin. Then he
crawled to the boy at the wheel. He
found him

In a'pitiful

were frozen

condition. His legs

fast in a solid cake of ice, but

hands
boy down

steer. Ed-

he could still uso his

to

wards carried the

to the fire and

then went back to the wheel himself. Left

Stamping

Process.

Felt, Velvet,

Plush and

Crackers.
Nice fresh Crackers of every description
can be found at Pessink's old stand, the
City Bakery.

---

Wednesdaythe

3t.

A
43

full line of

Underwear and Hosiery at
D. Bertsch,

Linen can be stamped
in a

few moments by

thi^ method.

jpmli-scmrnt-s.

We

V

Remember

have the exclusive

REMOVED

that

we

exchange

!

right for the sale of

We

removed our Plumbing, Tin and Sheet Iron
have

the

fluid,

and

also

business to the building of
II.

D. Post, where

we have

better facilities and

have a fine

assort-

more

room, and are prepared to
do any kind of work in our
line at short notice, such as

PLUMBING,
STEAM FITTING,

ment

of patterns for

sale,

or from which

we stamp

at any

Alone, he concluded that the best thing to

Wood and Iron Pumps,
Sinks, Etc.

before the wind. This he did,
and early Thursday morning be ran her
Drive Wells put down to order and Pumps
high and dry oo the beach at New Buffalo.
repaired.
The boy was so badly used up that be had
to be carried to shelter. His feet are
T. VAN LANDEGEND.
frozen, and his face aud bauds were frostHolland, Mich., Dec. 10, 1886. 45-tf.

-NEW STOVES-

time

and on any material.

OLID OHSTES.

Galvanized Iron and Tin Work.

<]o would be to turn the vessel around and

1.

great variety ih Holiday Goods, in Muff-

Notice!

lector.

is

and
do business in that way. Remember, you
can wear our clothes into other stores, comare so foolish as to try

You can save from one to three dollars
by getting your winter cloak at Bertsch’s.

Notice is hereby given, that the tax roll
The Scud was loAded with staves for Jos.
has been deliveredto me, and that the
Fixter and was bound for Milwaukee. taxes therein levied can be paid to me at
The crew all escaped after terrible hard- my office in the Holland City Bank on
. shi^ which is boat told In the following Eighth street, at any time every week day,
between the hours of 8 o’clock in the
Ifom the Chicago News of last Monday:
morning and 6 o’clock in the evening,
“Vessel men say the recent storms, al- also after 6 o’clock on the evenings of
though not resulting in the loss of much Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, before
property or many lives, have been severe the first day of January, 1887, without
any charge for collection,but that five per
ou sailors. The intense cold winds which
cent fees will be charged and collected
accompanied these storms benumbed and upon all taxes remaining unpaid on said
froze the sailors so that they were unable first day of January.
C. Ver Scbure,
to handle the frozen rigging or control
City Treasurer and ex-officioCity Coltheir craft. The latest tale of hardship
suffered in the storm, and which

moment we

Winter Suits

Banner Rods, 15c. to

Notice is hereby given that the Treasurer will receive taxes during the month
of December, 1886, as lollows:Fridays,
at bis residence, Mondays, at Noordeloos
in the office of Christian D. Schilleman,
from 0 o’clock, a m. to 3 o’clock p. m. ;
and the other days in Holland City in the
old store of H. D. Post, now occupied by

Treasurer of Holland

us to do business and

for

Chenille, 30c. per dozen.

Van

McNitt; Zteland, William Westhoek.

who read

think you can do better elsewhere.

Splasher Rods, 45c.

To the Tax-Payers of Holland Tmnship:

Hollis,

John D. Merritt; Polkton, Charles Peck,

gone

at

Stamped Linen Splashers, 13c.

Notice,

to

charge more than other firms. Don’t think
for a

$1.00.

25c. up.

For the Public Schools of the City of
Holland, one hundred (100) cords four foot
beech body wood and fifteen to twenty
cords 18 Inches bcccb body wood to be
deliveredat school grounds during the
winter. Leave bids at Standard Roller
Mills before Saturday Dec. 18th.
H. Kremers,
C. J. De Roo, Committee.

J.

George H. Kirtland;Olive, Alt Brandsen,

r

and

D. Schilleman, Jan W.

Wilterdlnk;* Holland City,

The

50c., 75c.,

Stamped Linen Tidies, from

Wood Wanted!

Wclis Parrish; Blendon, Francis Fisher;

Hats at

15c., 25c.

-

to say

desire

advertisements of houses offering goods
so much lower than' their neighbors, that it

would be useless

Embroidered Felt Tidies

and Embroidery Silks, and Etching Cot
ton has just been received at our store.
been given to the public as to what it has
Splashers are sold by us for 20 cents. We
been proposed to substitute for the have stamped linen and felt articles,Pattern Books, etc. All kinds of Stamping
existing so-called fortifications.
---done to order at the Millinery Store of
L. & S. Van den Beroe & Co.
The following is the jury list for the
subject, no definite idea has before this

,

Felt

we only

good Ladies’ Cloak. the

to $5.00.

noticeable as containingthe first clear
Cloaks, Hats,. and Bonnets, at sreatly
statement of the plans favored by the best reduced prices. We carry the largest line
of Worsteds,Midnight Yarn, and Saxony
engineers for fortifying New York Harjn the city, and wc also make Toboggan
bor. While there has been a great abund- Hoods to order. A complete line of nil
ance of destructive critical writing on the the different shades and colors in Etching

_

made

earned reputation for fair dealing, well
the people of this city and vicinity

Children’s Cloaks from $1.50

Defenceless

Greene,

a

of

Of every description for MEN, YOUTHS,
BOYS and CHILDREN. With our weH
and honest goods,

PRICE LIST:

will be taken In

exchange for work at the new wagon and
blacksmithshop on River street.

The article in the January number of

F. V.

Goods.

100E OVER THIS

at

Stove

Coasts,” by Captain

Fancy

----

Wieden.

on "Our

AN.

•

H. Sipp.

Covo, Ori McFall, John Bos, Henry

Scribner'sMagazine,

Millinery and

Board of Water Commissioners.

Clerk of the

Mrs. Alice Caswell, leacher.

IB

WINTER CLOTHING
*

Marais,

Jas.

JOS

An Immense Stock

Cloaks,

Notice.

1100,000; Ludington, $120,000; Manistee,

ma, John Herkema, Eddie Herkema,

and Reliable House of

pwial $otifcjs.

harbor, $30,000; Pine Lake, $30,000; Che-

boygan, $25,000; Frankfort,
Grand Haven, $60,000; Grand

CLOTHING

Reliable

—

— OFFER

Michigan City harbor, $153,000;Waukegan harbor, $35,000; Black Lake (Mich.)

A.MTJD

DM. Gee

Mrs.

Thanks.

In our deep afflictionin the loss, by
death, of our beloved daughter, Marie, we
want to return our heartfeltthanks to all
friends and neighbors who so kindly
assistedus, and who endeavored to cheer
our hearts with words of sympathy.

Daniel & 0. G. Ross.

Among

of

GOOD

FOH/

CALI EARLY.

Jet her go

MRS.

D.

M. (tEE & CO.

Holland, Mich,,. Dec.

8,

'86.

A.

23.

BOSttVX-AJNr.
#

-

[official.]
Common

•

Council.

Holland, Mich., Dec. 7, 1880.
The Common Council met in regular
session and was called to order by the
Mayor.
Present: Mayor McBride,

Aid, Ter

Vree, Harrington,Bangs, Kramer, Steketee, Bertsch, Aulte and the Clerk.
Minutes of the last two meetings were
read and approved.

Aid. De Merretl appeared during the
reading of the minutes and took his chair.

Henry Kremers and

each being as follows: -‘Au Ordinance,
relative to vagraots, drunkards,disorderly
persons and common prostitutes.""An
Ordinance,relative to disorderlyhouses,
houses of ill fame, assignation bouses, and
gambling houses. " "An Ordinance,relalive to indecent exposure of the person,
the show, sale or exhibition,for sale of
any indecent or obscene pictures, drawings, engravings, paintings, books or
psmpblets,and all indecent or obscene
exhibitions or shows of any kind.” "An
Ordinance, relative to nuisances in the
City of Holland.” Yeas; Ter Vrce,
Bauiw, De Merell, Kramer, Strketee,
Bertich and Kulte, 7; Nays; 0. "An
Ordinance, relative to peddling meats,
fish or dressed poultry in the City of Hoi-

fifteen others
petitioned that Market street in the City of
Holland be improved its entire length
and width from Sixteenthstreet to the
T,Yea8: Ter Vree* BflnR8. De
Chicago & West Michigan Railroad track. Merell, Kramer, Bertsch and Kuite, 7;
—Referred to the committee on streets Nays: Steketee, 4.
and bridges.
Council adjourned to Tuesday, 7:30 d
J. 0. Doesburg and Kanters & Howard, m., December 14th, 1880.

•

insurance agents, requestedthe privilege
of insuring the new Engine House and
jail in one of the companies represented
by them .—Referred to the committee on
Public Buildings and Property.

fards Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
This never falls. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 8-ly

Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.

Also a Splendid Line of

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
TOWNS.

Perfume, M.nlcure Shaving Sets and Mirrors, and a complete
assortment of Soaps, Perfumes, Colounes and Toilet Waters.

Nl’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

a.m. p.m. ptm. n.m.

Holland .........
10
Grand Junction ...... 11
Bangor .............. 11
Benton Harbor ...... 1

New

20 1 15 12 10
37 2 05 1 28 8 05
57
25 300 3 10 1200
223 400 4 45 300
5 15

Buffalo ..........

Chicago ............

KREMERS & BANGS,

HOI.I.ANTV

Demo-

Holland .............. 305
Zeeland ............. 3 13
Grand Rapid* .....
3 55

•

.

.

.

a.

900 t4

45

945

45'

5

Grand Rapid*

.......

Zeeland ..........
Holland ...........

m. p.m. ptm.

11

00

.

How

your cold, or your car or nose that was
froze last Friday or Saturday? Quite a calm after
the storm.... Miss Ruth Shcrmanj of Oneida,
is

55

any indecent week and were working near Johnsville... .Miss
engravings, Kate Connel, of this place, will teach our youths
paintings,books or pamphlets, and all during the winter term ..... Mias Kittie Bedell is
indecent or obscene exhibitions or shows reported among the disabled. “H. A.”

ordinanceswere read a

time by

first

and second
on the

their titles and placed
general order for the evening.

Ottawa Station.
Miss Mary A. Robinson commenced the winter
term of School in DistrictNo. 1 last Monday. It
is to be hoped that the young ideas which may
be sent there for instruction, may learn to shoot
in the right directien....It appearsthat *‘H. A.”
has been quite successful since having charge of

a.

m. p.m.

Holland ..............10 15
Grand Haven ....... 10 53
FcrrvHburg ..........10 57
Muskegon. 3rd *treot 11 25

05
3 43
3 47
4 15
3

a. ra.

30
0 30
6 40
7 15

t5

p.m. p. m.
0
6
0
7

00 9
40 9
45 9
15 10

05
45
60
15

Muskegon, 3rd

etreet
1 50
Ferrysburg .......... 2 15
Grand Haven ....... 2 20
Holland ...........
3 00

12 10 7
12 32 8
12 35 8
1 10 8

55
17
20
55

50
9 17
9 22
10 05

10
10
10
11

8

Holland....
Fillmore.
Hamilton

3 20
3 3(1

Allegan ...

4

3

.

.

15
43
48
35

h.m

05

Allegan .....
Hamilton....
Fillmore......
Holland .....

05
37

5 00
5 32
9 47i 5 40
10 05! 5 55
9
9

. AI1

_
W. A.

10

*

,

that place to make

it

Bush, who started /or Californiarecently have
Aid. Harringtonrequested to be excused been heard from. Los Angeles, the place of
from further attendance at this meeting.— their destination, was reached withoutdelay or

accident.

Granted.

other trainsdaily except Sunday.

P°lnt8 lu the Uulted Btatc8 ond

In looking around for your

PRESENTS

BREYMAN.

W. VORST

Oct. 20. 1880.

M. D.

Homeopathicc Medicinefurnishedon application, Call* night or dav will receive
prompt attention.

Office: In
_

_

Rooms

is

still at his old stand,

over

News

-AND TO-

MM

Office,

HOLLAND, MICH.

AND REPAIR OLE CLQTEES,
W. VOKST, River 8t.

Holland,Mich., Dec.

11,

1886.

45-4t.

HOLIDAY GOODS FOR EVERYBODY
OUST THE CdR/LsTER;.

Fancy Plush Sets in every design, Dressing Cases, Manicure Sets, Shaving Sets.
Jewel Uses York Boxes with holders, Photograph Albums, Autograph Albums,
Hand Bags Pocket Books, Diaries, Diaries lor 1887. Poems In Padded Seal

BS,r

oCSlXfu™:

MetbW,st«n!&cBrU!ll0‘’
C1°lh BrU8heS'N"'

Olirlstnaas

& Kramer

See.

Oards

IN ALL STYLES,

Come and

Special prices for Sabbath and Day Schools.

Also a large line of PLAIN

COME AND SELECT BEFORE STOCK

GOODS,

AND FANCY SfATIONERY.
IS

BROKEN.

YATES A KANE.

R,I

STIVERS

Better Ailed than ever before.

-ANDGive us a

trial

and see

if

we

don't please you.

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 3,

1880.

44-4f.

field*are ecarce, but tbo»o who write to
StJnwn A Co., Portland, Maine, will reeeiro
free, fall information
about work which
they can do, and live at borne, that will pay
them
to $25 per
Some have
earned over asn in a day Either wx. younjr or old Capital
not required. Yon are itartedfree Those whnturt at once
are abioluteljauro of inug liulefortuuea. All 1* new.

— —

from

New Year
IN

Presents

ENDLESS VARIETY,

day

Take Notice!
Now

there

is

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.

And

at Cheaper Prices than ever be-

fore at the

Furniture Store of

MEYER, BROUWER &

a chance for

BARGAINS

3ERTI,

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

Watches,

CLOCKS,
Silver

and Plated Ware,

CHAINS, RINGS, ETC.

The entire business is for sale,
with good will included.

H. WYKHUY8EN.
Holland,Mich., Sept. 80, 1885. 35-8m.

Bklllfnllj

CO.

UNDERTAKER,

A Captain's Fortunate Discovery.

On motion of Aid. Ter Vrce the Council
Cap!. Coleman, schooner Weymouth,
went into the committee of the whole on plying between Aflaotic City -and N. Y
the general order of the day. The Mayor
had been troubled with a cough so that
appointedAid. Ter Vree chairman of the he was unable to sleep, and was induced
committee. After some time spent therein lo try Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor conthe committee arose and through their sumption. It not only gave him instant
chairman reported that they had ha'd relief, but allayed the extreme soreness in
under consideration the ordinances men- his breast. His children were similarly
tioned above and recommended that the attected and a single dose had the same
amendmentsbe concurred in and that the happy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery
ordinancesso amended do pass.— Report is now the standard remedy in the Coleadopted and the ordinances placed on man householdand on board the schooner,
their third reading.
Free trial holliesof this standard remedy
The ordinanceswere
read
------— a third time
— — - at Yates & Kane, Holland and A. De
and passed, the vote on the passage of Krulf, Zeeland.

I

The Finest Art Display ever opened in Holland.

CHOICE GROCERIES.

Gold

-

CO.

33-tf.

Physician and Surgeon.

salary as engineer at Water Works, the public as reference.
$50.00; J. Beukema, salary as engineer at
Respect full v, Sistersof Notre Dame.
Water Works, $5000; L. Mulder, printBecause I am going to sell out my entire
Aisquith & Eager Sts., Baltimore, Md.
ing, $1.40r Kremers & Bangs, oil, beesStock of Goods, consisting of
wax, etc., $8 96: Boot & Kramer, soda,
No wonder people have confidence
oil, brooms and matches, $7.98.— Allowed when the best physicians are prescribing
and warrants ordered issued on the city Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
treasurer for the several amounts.
h. Silver

-

WALSH, DE ROO &

No

“Andbkw.”

The Time honored Eotre Dame, BaltiThe following bills having been ap- more, Md.
proved by the Board of Water CommisWe have had ample opportunityto conaionors were certified to the Common
vince ourselves of the efficacy of Salvation
Council for payment, to-wit: P. Winter,
Oil. We cheerfully submit our names to

------

Fullz and White 1 lb. less flour.

HOMEOPATHIC

Holiday Goods

The Street Commissioner reported for
the month of November.—Filed.

The Clerk reported that the bonds for
South Cedar street improvement had been
executed and negotiated and the money
in the hands of the city treasurer.— Filed.

stock.

WETM0RE,

D.

J.

25
15
12 30
12 57
p tn

desirable to

ber.— Filed.

O.

Holland, Mich.,

CARPENTER. TrafficManager. R
Q- CHURCHILL Station Anent.

a groat plensuso to go

make inquiriesat the Post Office.
Aid. Harrington moved that the city ....Timothy Robert?, who has been spending
attorney look up the matter of justices some time hero with his brother William for the
reports and see if the justices report ac- benefit ofhis health, has returned to his home
cording to law, and report the facts lo the in Watkins,New York.. A pait of two families,
council.— Carried.
Dan Husted and Mrs. Monday no one, have
The city physician reported having taken up winter quarters in the Sidney Wilton
treated four cases in the mouthol Novem- house.... Mrs. We! ton niid family and James

Goods are warranted

Como and examine our

W. A. GAVETT, Ass. Gen. Pass Ant

Boot

15 lbs. Bran,

trouble to show Goods.

11
12

PLOUR

to be just as represented,

All

Canada*

lbs.

—FOR—
All the

_

10 10
1(1 25
10 33
11 03

03

I ki

—AND-

I am prepared to do repnirirgand engraving promptly and in the best manner

1

Mix
a.m.'p.m. a. tn.

^auy.

40

sonable Prices.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
P,m

lj(l

Our exchange rale is

PlalsJrae, mi Faotr Cools,

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

p.m.

ciently impressed with the groat attractions of

a distance of four miles, whenever it should be

Jiitl If a

p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.

DRY

Justice Fairbanks reported the number
of cases tried belore him and the receipt
of the city treasurerfor twenty-five dollars
fines collected by him.— Filed.

Siikm

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

Do not forget that
The Committee on Claims and Accounts
to whom was referred the claim of M.
Walker, for seventy-fivedollars for plans
and specifications for water works re- the winter, s having brought the mercury up
porled that there was on file in the city from fifteen degrees below zero, to about forty
Carry a nice line of Holiday Goods, which
clerk’soffice a receipt- from Mr. Walker degrees above in less than a week. But it will
we sell at very low prices, and will
under dale of April 11th, 1885, in full for require about three months to establish a repualso be pleased to show to all who
all claims, accounts and demand that he tation....A flock of wild turkeys were reported
call our lines of
has or holds against the City of Holland as being seen one day last week in the
to date, that the present claim of Mr. vicinity of Olive Center.. ..“Mrs. Andrew” has
Walker Is under date of Jan. 2, 1884, and placed the name of “H. A.” at the head of the
therefore cannot recommend the payment list of her most ardent sympathizers. The posiof the same in the face of the above filed tion is full of honors and without responsibility,
Notions, and
receipt.— Report adopted.
but has no tangiblesalary.. ..John D. Merritt
The Committee on Poor reported pre- has traded his farm for the James Carey house
senting the semi-monthly report of the and lot at Olive Center, and moved thereja few
director of the poor and said committee days ago... John Stephens, who has been living
recommending $28.00 for the support of tn Hillsdale Co, the past season, is spending a
the poor for two weeks ending December few days with his brother Charles of this place.
22nd, 1886, and having rendered tempo- ...."11;A.” charges us with fault-finding after
rary aid to the amount of six dollars.— making terms of peace. In this he has misApproved and warrants ordered issued for judged us, as our expressionswere only meant
the amounts as recommended.
as lamenting,becausewo could not feel suffi-

-

DIAMONDS,

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSK EGON.

or obscene pictures,drawings,

of any kind. "An Ordinance relative to
nuisances in the city of Holland." Said

dealer In

Jewelry, Watches,

1

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

Eaton Co., is visitingher cousin Mrs. Irish....
Aid. Kramer moved that all certifiedto
Miss Nellie Wait, who is living at Fennville,
bills be allowed and warrants issued on
Visited her parents here last week.... Mrs. J. D.
the city treasurer for the several amounts,
Bacon, of J ohnsviile,called at Mr, Gokey’s Monand that bills not certifiedto be referred
day.. ..If woaro not mistaken we saw the notorto the committee on claims and accounts.
ious “Andrew”of Ottawa Station at West Olive
—Carried.
Monday. ...The school meeting which the
The Committeeon Ways and Means Herald correspondentwas going to have held
introduced the following entitled ordi- Monday evening was not held for some reason.
nances, and recommendedtheir passage,
••••Mrs. Austin and Mrs. Abe Peck have
to-wit: “An Ordinance relative to vagrants,
sick children. The former fears diphtheria, the
drunkards,disorderly persons and comlatter inflamation on the lungs. ...Orlington
mon prostitutes;”"An Ordinance relative
Trumbie is again stockingthe Post Officebuildto peddlingmeats, fish, or dressed poultry
ing with goods. Qis store will make a third in
in the City of Holland;" "An Ordinance
this thriving hamlet... .The farmers about here
relative to disorderlyhouses, houses of
are engaging hands and cutting wood and bolts.
ill fame, assignation houses, and gambling
houses;" "An Ordinance relative to in- ....The Chicago A West Mich, railroad’s gang
decent exposure of the person, the show, of bridge men were “side tracked” here the past
sale or exhibition for sale of

-

Buy now before the advance.

1

rooms ....................................3 23
Van Dyk, lumber ......... ..........
148.14
Boot & Kramer,rope for flagstaff..........!40
C. 8cott, house rentfor Mrs. Juffer ......... 9.75
Kremcr & Bungs, oil, brushes, etc ........... 85

Stock and Hog Feed

Otto Breyman

5 55
6 17
8 00

p.ra.l

9 10 12 30 11 00
9 54
10 05 1 16 11 60 5

.

offered.

-FOR-

but good

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

1

.

or dirly Jewelry,

clean goods at honest prices, at the
old reliable store of

a.m. p.m.

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.

...Missionary Chamberlain ad-

.

3 12 12 25

Mall. Exp Exp. Exp. F’gt.

Elslnga has bought an interestin the Unity Roller

First

No shop worn

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

cratic times” are so slow in coming. ..Mr. E.

dressed our citizenslast Tuesday evening in the

are still selling that

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

10
1 25 7 50

12

Druggists.

Low-Grade Flour

But sellingGoods

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

Reformed Church on the subject of missions.
He was rewarded with a collectionof $55. This
young missionary appears to be dead in earnest
with his proposedlife work and made a very favorable Impressionon his audiftnee.... Messrs. B. J.
A R. Veneklasenhave bought a lot of J. De Jonge.
oppositeUnity Mills. They [proposeto erect a
largo brick store next spring. It Is rumored that
.
the stock will consist of boots and shoes and house
K. Van Haaften, hauling OTtf yards of
grave) at 63 cents ....... ................. 42.45 furniture.... Mr. D. Van Eeneiiaam,proprietor ol
A ' 1 er 'free’ eleven days team work ..... 27.60
our livery stable,has invested in a hearse formerly
Henry Arndt, hauling hook and ladder cart
belonging to A. C. Van Rualte, of Holland. This
to fire ..... ........... ................
I 00
J. Do Feytcr, hauling hose cart No! g to fire 1 !tiO is said to be the finest hearse iu this county...
r. A. Moes, keeping fire in Hose Co. No. 2
G. Do Bruin, formerly bar tender in the saloon of
room and cleaning hose.. ...............2 50
Mrs. 8. Brouwer,has opened another saloon at the
M. M. Clark, repairing doors to Hose Co.
No. 2 rooms ............ ................
1 qq old stand of J. Busquet. The present republican
C. Ver Schure, writing three bonds. !.!!.’ 8.00
village board sought In every possible way to preII. Vaupell. siove wood for Hose Co. No. 2. 2 25
S' f V.l‘*ema’ “Iwy 08 city attorney 7 mos 43.75 vent the opening of another “hole of perdition”'In
F. A. . Troxel, building chimney on house
onr midst, but it appears tnal they were obliged to
of C. Wiemers by order of Com. 011 Poor.. 6 00
accept the bonds
»*a.”
J. Krmzenga, oil, matches, etc. for Hose
Co. No. 2 ................. j .............. 193
West Olive.
J. Kruizenga, oil, broom, etc.-, for’ Council
J.

- We

Not Selling Out!

p.m. p.m. o.m. n.m.

Zeeland,

Mills of this place.

g HOLIDAY GOODS

Taking Effect Sunday, Nover.bcr 14, 1880.

City Clerk.

complain of low pricesand that the “good

TH

AT

CENTRAL DRUG STORE.

Chicago ............. 900
New Buffalo ........ 11 85 6 10
Benton Harbor ....... 12 30 700
Bangor ............. 1 43
Grand Jnuction ..... 2 05 8 07
BasinesB Is booming. Business men generally Holland .........
8 05 9 00
feel exultant. Prospects are good though farmers
p ra. p.m.

following.bills were presented
for payment:

--

fail goads.

OUT AROUND.

mittee on Poor.

H. Kremers,ealaryas cit? physician 6 mos $ '50.00
H. Kremers,salary as health officers months 12.60
U. J Van Duren. service as supervisor..... 90.00
geo, H. Slpp, salary as clerk ............... 37.50
Kd.Vaupen. salary as marshal ............. 29.17
t. Vor Schure, salary as treasurer .......... as 92
Do Grondwet,printing ..... .......... to 95
De Hollander, printliA .............
14 .00
Geo. H. Slpp, and assistant,stakinBout
and superintending
South Cedar street
improvement........................ 17.25
J. Boukema, filing saws for streetCoin!!". i!oo
H. Vaupell, stove wood for council rooms.. 9.00
Boot & Kramer,matches per Mr.VNoble. ... .25
B. Ter Haar, one cord stone for Mossing.
3.35

CHRISTMAS

FROM CHICAGO TO

Mrs. D. Sluyter petitionedthat her
taxes be remitted.— Referred to the Com-

The

Geo, H, Sipp,

!

JiChbiPia,r,e an(i Scratches of
every kind cured iu 80 minutes by Wool«

performed, FuneralsIn the country will be promptlyattendedto
same rate as tboae In the city.

at

the

THE MESSAGE.

nual message in relation to a mode of settlement Nas jurisdiction of offenseswhich take effect
of the fishery rights in tho waters of British within his territory,althoughconoertedor comNorth America, so long a subject of anxious dif- menced outsldbof it, but the right is denied of
ference between tho United States and Groat any foreign sovereign to punish a citizen of tho
Britain, was met by an adversevote of the Hou- United Htatos for an offense consummatedon
ato April Pith last, and thereupon negotiations our soil in violation of our laws, even though
were instituted to obtain an agreement with Her the offense bo against a subjeot or citizen of
Britannic .Majesty’sGovonmieut for the promul- such sovereign.The Mexican statute in quesgation of such joint interpretation and defini- tion makes tho claim broadly, and the princition of tho article of tho convention of 1R18, ple, if conceded, would create a dual responsirelating to tho Territorial waters and inshore bility in tho citizen, nnd lead to a confusion
fisheriesof tho British provinces, ns should se- destructive of that certaintyin tho luyW which
cure the Canadian rights from encroachment is an essentialof liberty.
citizens
by United States fishermen, and, at the same of tbe United States voluntarily go into a fortime, insure tho enjovm nt by the latter of tho eign country tboy must abide by the laws thero
privileges guaranteed to them by such oonveu- in force, and will not be protectedby thoir own
Governmentfrom tho consequences of an ofThe questions involved are of long standing, fense against those laws committed in such forof grave consequence, and from time to time eign country ; but watchfulcare and interest of
for nearly three-quartersof a century have this Governmentover its citizens are not relingiven rise to earnest international discussion, quished because they have gone abroad, and if
uot unaccompaniedby irritation. Temporary charged with crime committedin a foreign
arrangements by treaties have served to allay land, a fair and open trial, conducted with defriction, which, however,tbas revivedos each cent regard for justice and humanity, will be
treaty has terminatei.
demanded for them. With loss than that
The last arrangement, under the treaty of this Government will not bo content, when tho
1871, wan abrogate!, attor duo notice by the life or liberty of its citizens is nt stake. WhatUnited States, on Juno :W, 1885, but I was en- ever tho degree to which extra territorial
abled to obtain for our fishermen for tho re- cimimil jurisdictionmay have boon formerly
mainder of that season enjoyment of tho full allowed by consentnnd reciprocalagreement
privileges accorded by the terminating treaty. among certain of the European states, no such
The Joint Commission by whom the treaty had doctrine or practice was over known to tho laws
been negotiated, although invested with plenary of this country, or of that from which our instipower to make a permanentsettlement, wore tutions have mainly been derived.
content with a temporary arrangement, after
In tho ease of Mexico there ore reasonsespetho termination of which the question was cially strong for perfect harmony in tho actual
relegated
stipulations
the exercise of jurisdiction. Nature has made
treaty of 1818, as to the first article of us irrevocably neighbors, and wisdom and
which no construction satisfactory to both kind fooling should make us friends. The
countries lias ever been agreed upon. The prog- overflow of capital and enterprisefrom tho
ress of civilizationand growth of populationin United States is a patent factor iu assisting tho
the British provinces t> which tho fisheries iu development of tho resources of Mexico,and in
question are contiguous, ami tho expansion of building up the propertyof both countries.To
commercial intort otirso between them and tho assist tills good work, all grounds of apprehenUnited States, present a conditionof affairs sion for tho securityof person and property
scarcely realizable at tho date of the negotiations should bo removed, and trust that, in tho interof 1818. New and vast interestshave been brought ests of good neighborhood,the statute referred
into existence. Modes of intercourse between tho to will be modified so as to olimiuato tho presrespectivecountrieshave been invented and ent possibilitiesof danger to tho peace of tho
multiplied ; tho methods of conductingthe fish- two countries.
THE NETHERLANDS.
eries nave been wholly changed ; and all this
is necessarilyentitled to candid and careThe Government of tho Netherlands has exful consideration in tho adjustment of hibited concern in relation to certain features
tho terms and conditions of intercourseand of our tariff laws, which aro supposed by them
commorco between tho United States and their to bo aimed at a class of tobaccoproduced in
no ghbors along a frontier of over 8,500 miles the Dutch East Indies. • Comment would seem
This propinquity, communityof language and unnecessaryupon tho unwisdomof legislation
occupation, and similarity of politicaland social appearingto have a special national discrimininstitutions,indicatetho practicabilityand ob- ation for its object which, nltbough unintenvious wisdom of maintaining mutually bene- tional, may give rise to injuiious retaliation.
ficial nnd friendly relations. While I am unPERSIA.
feigncdly desirous that such relations should
The establishment,less than four years ago.
exist between us and the inhabitants of Canada, of a legation at Teheran is bearing fruit in tho
yet tho action of their officials during the past interest exhibitedby tho Hh&h'g government in
season toward onr fishennen has been such as to the industrial activity of tho United States and
seriously threaten their coutinuonoe.
tho opportunities of beneficial interchange.
Although disappointed in my effortsto secure
PERU.
Stable government is now happily restored in
a satisfactory settlement of tho fishery question,
negotiations are still pending with reasonable Peru by tho election of a constitutional Presihope that before the close of tho present ses- dent, ;and a period of rehabilitation is entered
sion of Congress tho announcementmay be upon ; but recovery is necessarily slow from the
made that an acceptableconclusionhas been exhaustion caused by tho late war and civil
disturbances.A conventiont> adjust by arbironebed.
At an early day there may bo laid before Con- trationtho claims of our citizens has been
gress the corresitondonco of the Department of promised and is under consideration.
THE TESTIMONIALS SENT TO SIBERIA.
State in relation to this important subject, so
that tho history of the past fishing season may
Tho naval officer win bore to Siberia tho
be fully disclosed and the action and the atti- testimonials bestowed by Congress in recognitude of tho administrationclearly compre- tion of tho aid given to tho Jeannette survivors,
hended. More extended reference is not deem- has successfully accoiiipihhedhis mission.His
ed necessaryin this communication.
interestingreport will bo submitted.It is
THE ALASKA BOUNDARY.
pleasant to know that this mark of appreciaThe recommendationsubmitted lost year tioh has been wejeotned by tbe Kussian govthat provision bo made for a preliminaryrecon- ernment and people as befits tbe traditional
noissoncoof tho conventional boundary 'line be- friendship of the two countries.
tween Alaska and British Columbia, is reTHE SAMOAN ISLANDS.
newed.
Civil perturbationsin the Samoan Islands
THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
have during tho past few years been a source of
I expressed my unhesitatingconviction that
considerable embarrassmentto the three gov-

President Cleveland’s
Annual Communication to Congress.

When

Our Foreign Relations
in a

Highly Satisfac-

tory Condition.
A Reduction of the Surplus
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Urged.
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a Suspension of

Silver Coinage.
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Cutting Case—
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United States and China

Negotiating Regarding Chinese Immigration.
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of

to tho

the intimacy of our relationswith Hawaii
should be emphasized. As a result of the reciprocity treaty of 1875, those islands, on the
of oriental and Australiantraffic, are
A. Propositionto Establish National highway
virtually an outpost of American commerce
and a stepping-stone to the growing trade of tho
Prisons for Federal
Pacific. The Polynesian island groups have
been so absorbed by other and more powerConvicts.
ful governments, that the Hawaiian
Islands are left almost alone in the
enjoyment of their autonomy which it is
important for us should bo preserved. Our
To the Conjresa of the United Stntea:
treaty is now terminable on one year's notice,

In the dischargeof a constitutional duty, and
following a well-established
precedent in the
Executive office, I herewith transmit to the
Congress, at its reassombliug,
certain information concerningthe state of the Union, together
with such recommendations for legislativeconsideration as appear necessaryand expedient.
FOREIGN RELATIONS.
The Government has consistently maintained
its relationsof friendshiptoward all other
powers, and of neighborlyinterest toward those
whose possessionsare contiguous to our own.
F«w questions have arisen during the past year
with other Governments, and none of those are
beyond the reach of settlementin a friendly
manner.
CLATUH AGAINST CHILL
We are as yet without provisionfor the settlement of claims of citizens of the United
States against Chili for injuries during the late
war with Peru and Bolivia. The -Mixed Commissions, organizedunder claims conventions,
concludedby the Chili Goverument with certain
European states, have developed an amount of
frictionwhich wo trust can bo avoided in the
convention which our representative at Santiago
authorized to negotiate.

is

THE CHINESE QUESTION.
The cruel treatment of inoffensive Chinese
has, I regret to eay, boon repeated in some of
the far Western States and Territories,and acts
of violence against these people beyond the
power of the local constitutedauthorities to
prevent and difficultto punish, are reported
even in distant Alaska. Much of this violence
can be traced to race prejudice and competition
of labor, wh'ch cannot, however,justify the oppression of strangers whose safety is guaranteed
by our treaty with China eqnall)with the most
favored nations. In openingour vast domain to
alien settlement, the purpose of our lawgivers
was to invite assimilations and not to provide

an arena for endless antagonisms.Thu
paramount duty of maintaining public
order and defending the interests of
our people may require the adoption
of measuresof restriction,but they should not
tolerate the oppression of individualsof a
specialrace. I am not withoutassurancethat
the Governmentof China, whose friendly dis-

position toward us I am most happy to recognize, will meet us half way in devising a comprehensible remedy, by which an effective
limitation of Chinese emigration, joined to protection of those Chinese subjects who remain iiiR
this country, may bo secured. Legislation is
deeded to execute the provisions of our Chinese
conventionof I860 touching the opium traffic.

INTEROCKAMC TRANSIT.
While the good-will

of

the Colombian Govern-

ment toward our country is manifest,
the situation of American interests on
the Isthmus of Panama has at times
elicited concern, and invited friendly action
looking to tue performance of the eng gonionts
of the two nations concerningthe territoryembraced in the interoceanictransit. With the

aubsidenceof the Isthmian disturbances and

but projiositiousto abrogate ft would bo, iu my
judgment, most ill-ad vised. Tho paramount
influence we have there acquired,once relinquished, could only with difficult/l>e regained,
and a valuable coign of vantage for ourselves
might bo converted into a strongholdfor our
commercialcompetitors. I earnestly recommend that tho existingtreaty stipulationsbo
extended for a futher term of seven years. A
recently signed treaty to this end is now before
tho Senate.

The importancs of telegraphiccommunication between these islands and tho United
States should not bo overlooked.
RELATIONS WITH JAPAN.
Tho question of a general revision of tho treaties of Japan is again under discussion at Tokio. As the first to opjn relations with that empire and as the nation in most direct commercial relation with Japan, tho United States have
lost no opportunityto testifytueir consistent
friendship by supi>orting the just claims of Japan to autonomy and independence among nations. A treaty of oxt.aditionbetween tbe
United States and Japan, tho first concluded by
that empire, has been lately proclaimed.
THE WEAKNESSOF LIBERIA,
and the difficultyof maintaining effective sovereignty over its outlying districtshave exposed
that republic to encroachment.
It can not bo
forgotten that this distant cuimminitv is an offshoot of our own system, owing its origin to Lho
associatedbenevolence of American citizens,
whoso praiseworthvefforts to create a nucleus
of civilization in tho dark continent have commanded respect and sympathy everywhere,especiallyin this country. Although a formal
protectorate over Liberia is contrary to our
traditional policy, tho moral right and duty of
tho United States to assist in all proper ways
tho maintenanceof its integrity is obvious,
and has been consistentlyannounced during nearly half a century. I reccommend
that in the reorganization of onr navy, a small
vessel, no longer found adequate to our needs,
bo presentedto Libera to be employedby it iu
tho protection of its coastwiserevenues.
OUR SISTER REPUBLIC.
The encouraging development of beneficial
and intimate relationsbetween tho United
States and Mexico, which has boon so marked
within tho past few years, is at once the occasion of congratulation
and of friendly solicitude I urgently renew my former representation of tho need of speedy legislation by Congress to carry into effect the reciprocity com-

mercial convention

Our

of

January

\-M,

commercial treaty of 1831,
with Mexico was terminated according to its
18-3.

provisionsin 18(11. upon the notification given
uy Mexico, in pursuance of her announced policy of recastingail her commercialtreaties.
Mexico has since concluded with several foreign governmentsnew treaties of commorco
and navigation defining alien rights of trade,
property, and residence, treatment of shipping,
consularprivileges, and tho like. Our yet unexecuted reciprocity ccnvcutionof 18<i covers
none of those iwints, tho settlementof which is
so necessaryto good relationship, and propose
to initiatewith Mexico negotiationsfor a now
and enlarged treaty of commerce and naviga-

the erection of the Htate of Panama into a Federal districtunder the direct government of the
constitutional administration
at Bogota, a new
order of things has been inaugurated which.
Although as yet somewhat experimentaland af- tion.
fording scojhj lor arbitrary exerciseof power
THE CUTTIKO CASE.
by the delegates of the national authority,
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate
promises much improvement.
I communicated to that body on August 2 last,
THE "LIBER IT" STATUE.
and also to tho House of Representatives,the
The sympathy between the people of the correspondencein tho case of A. K. Cutting, an
United Htatos and France, l»orn during our
American citizen,then imprisoned in Mexico,
colonial strugglefor independence,and concharged with tho commission of a penal offense
tinuing to-day, has received a fresh impulse iu
in Texas, of which u Mexican citizen was the
the successful completionand dedication of the
object. After a deumn I liad boon made for his
colossalstatue of “Liberty Enlightening tho release the charge against him was amended so
World," in New York harbor, tho gift of French- ns to include a violation of Mexican law within

men

to

Americans.

SUBMARINECABLES.
A conventionbetween the United States and
certain other powers for the protection of submarine cables was signed at Paris on March H,
1884, and has been duly ratifiedand proclaimed

Mexican territory. This joinder of alleged offenses,one w.thin and the other
exterior to Mexico, induced mo to

order, a special investigation of tho case, pending which Mr.Cutting was released. Tho incident
however, disclosed a claim for jurisdiction
this Govornmeut
agreement be- has,
bv Mexico novel in our history, whereby any
contractingparties, offense,
anywhere by a foreigner,
this convention
to
into effect penal iucommitted
the place of its commission, and of
the 1st of January next, but the legislation rewhich a Mexican is the object, may, if tbe
quired for its executionin the United States has
offender be found in Mexico, be there tried and
not yet been adopted, I earnestlyrecommend

by
Bv
tween the high
is
go

punishediu conformity with Mexican laws.
enactment
Jurisdictionwas sustained by tho courts of
NATURALIZEDGERMANS ABROAD.
Mexico in tho Cutting case ana approved by tbe
Cases have continued to occur in Germany executive branch of that Governmentupon the
giving rise to much correspondencein relation authority of tho Mexican statute. The Appellate
its

to the privilegeof sojourn of our naturalized Court, in releasingMr. Cutting, decided that
citizens of German origin revisitingtho land of tho abandonment by tho Mexican citizens agtheir birth, yet I am happy to state that our re- grieved by tho alleged crime (a libelous publations with that country have lost none of their lication),removed the basis of further prosecuAccustomed cordiality.
tion, and also declared justice to have been
TONNAGE DUES.
satisfied by tho enforcementof a small part of
The claims for interest upon the amount of the original sentence. Tho admission of such
tonnage dues illegally exacted from certain a pretension would bo attendedwith serious reGerman steamship lines were favorably re- sults, invasive of the jurisdictionof this Govported in both houses of Congress at the last ernment, and highly dangerous to our citizens
tension, and, I trust, will receive final and favor- in foreignlands; thereforeI have denied it,
able attention at an early day.
and protestedagainst its attempted exercise,
THE FISHERY TROUBI.FJ.
as unwarranted by the principles of
The recommendation containedin my last an- law and internationalusage. A sovereign

before whom tbe proceeding is ponding, showing that a requisition for the surrender of the
person charged has been duly mode. Such a
certificate,
if required to be received before tho
prisoner’s examination, would prevent a long
nnd expensive iudiclal inquiry into a charge
which the foreign governmentmight not desire
to press. I also recommend that express provision bo mode for the immediatedischarge
from custody of persons committed for extradition whore the President is of the opinion
that surrendershould not bo made.

of indebtednesswithin less than one year from
this date. Thus a continuationof our present
revenue would soon result in the receipt of an
annual income much greater than necessaryto

meet Government expenses,with no indebtedness upon which it could be applied. We should
then be confronted with a vast quantity of
money, the circulating medium of the people,
hoarded in the Treasury,when it should be in
their hands, or we should be drawn into wasteful public extravagancewith all tho corrupting
national demoralization which follows in its

INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT.
train.
of sentiment in civilizedcommuniTHE SURPLUS.
ties toward full recognitionof the rights of
But it is not the simplo existenceof this and
property in the creations of the human intellect its attendantevils which furnish tbe strongest
has brought about the adoption, by many im- argument against our presentscale of federal
portant nations, ot nu internationalcopyright taxation. Its worst phasa is tho exaction of
convention, which was signed at Burno on tho such a surplus through a perversion of the rela18th of September, 1885. Inasmuch as the tions between the people and thoir Government
Constitutiongives to Congress tho power “to —* dangerous departure from tho rules which
promote the progressof science and useful limit tho right of federal taxation. Good govarts by securing, for limited times, to ernment, of which ovory American citizen
authors nnd inventors the exclusive right boasts, has for Its objects tho protectionof
to thoir respectivewritings fcnd discoveries," every person within its borders, with the groat
this Govermnout did not feel warranted in be- ost liberty consistentwith the good
coming a signatory, ponding tho action of Con- 01
, country,
his perfect
gress upon measures of international copyright security
the enjoyment
his
now before it; but tho right of oilhesion to the earnings,with the least possible diminution
Berne convention has boon reserved. I trust for publio needs. When more of the people's
the subject will receive at- your hands the at- sustonanoe is extracted through the form of
tention it deserves, and that the just claims taxation than is necessary to meet tho just
of a uthors,so urgently pressed, will be duly obligations of the Governmentand the expense
heeded.
of its economical administration, such action
ART DUTIES.
becomes ruthless extortionand a violation of
Representationscontinueto bo made to me of the fundamental princijfbsof a free Governtho injurious effect upon American artists ment. The indirectmanner in which these
studying abroad,and having free access to the exactions are made has a tendency to conart collections of foreign countries,of main- ceal thoir true character and their extent
taininga discriminatingduty against the in- But we have arrived at a stage of superfluous
troduction of the works of thoir brother ar- revenue which has aroused tho people to a
tists of other countries, and I am induced to realizationof tho fact that tbo amount
repeat my recommendation for tho abolition of raised professedly for the support of the Govthat law.
erament, is paid by th :m as absolutely, if added
THE CONSULARRERV1CE. to the price of tho things which supply their daiPursuant to a provision of tho Diplomatic and ly wants, as if it was paid at fixed periods into
Consular Appropriationact, approvedJuly 1, tho hands of tho tax-gatherer.Those who toil
1830 the estimatessubmitted by the Secretary for daily wages aro beginningto understandthat
of Stato for tho maintenance of toe consular capital, though sometimes vaunting its importservice have been recast ou the basis of salaries ance and clamoring for tho protectionand fafor all officers to whom such allowance is
vor of tho Government, is dull and sluggish till,
deemed advisable. Advantage has been taken touched by the magical hand of labor, it
of this to redistributetho salaries of tho snrings into activity,furnishing an occaofficers not appropriated for, in ac- sion for federal taxation,and gaining
cordance witli the work performed, tho value which enables it to boar
the importance of tho representativeduties of its burden, and the laboring man is thought
tho incumbent, and the cost of living at each fully inquiringwhether,. in these c ire unis ton post. The last consideration has been too often cos, and consideringtho tribute he constantly
lost sight of in the^illowuuces
heretofore made. pays into tho public treasury as he supplies his
The compensation which may suflicefor tho daily wants, ho receiveshis fair share ol addocent maintenanceof a worthy and capable vantages.
officer in a posit on of onerous and repreaeutaThere is also a suspicionabroad that the surlive trust at a post easily accessible, and where plus of our revenue indicates abnormal and extho necessaries of life are abundant and cheap, ceptional businessprofits, which, under tue sysmay prove an inadequate pittance in distant tem which produces such surplus, increase,
lands, where tho better part of a year’s pay withoutcorrespondingbenefitto the people at
is consumed in reaching the post of large, the vast accumulationsof a few
duty, and where tho comforts of ordinary among our citizenswhose fortunes,rivaling
civilized existencecan only be obtained with tho wealth of the most favored in anti- Demodifficultyand at exorbitantcost I trust that, cratic nations, are not the natural growtu of a
in consideringtho submitted schedule, no mis- steady, plain, and industriousrepublic. Our
taken theory of economy will perpetuatea sys- farmers, too. and those engaged directly and intem which in the past has virtually closed to directly in supplying the productsof agriculdeserving talent many offices where capacity ture, see that, day by day. and as often as the
and attainmentsof a high order are indispen- daily wants of their households recur, they are
sable, aud in not a few instanceshas brought forced to pay Excessive and needless taxation,
discredit on our national character and entailed while their productsstruggle in foreign markets
embarrassment nnd even suffering on those de- with the competition of nations which, by alputed to uphold our dignity and interests abroad. lowing a freer exchange of production than wo
In connection witli this subject, I earnestly permit, enable their people to sell for prices
reiteratethe practical necessity of supplying which distress the American farmer. As every
some mode of trustworthyinspection and report patriotic citizen rejoicesin toe constantly
of tb6 manner iu which the consulatesare con- increasing pride
our people in
ducted. In tho absence of such reliablein- American citizensh'p, and in tho glory
formation, efficiencycan scarcely be rewarded of our nationalaebievemente and progress, a
or its opposite corrected.
sentimentprevails that the leading-strings useIncreasing comi>etition in trade has directed ful to a nation in its infancy may well, to a
attention to the value of the consular reports great extent, be discardedin tho present stage
printed by the Department of State, aud the ef- of American ingenuity, courage and fearless
ernments, Germany, Great Britain and the forts of the Government to extend the practical self-reliance. And for the privilege of indulgUnited States— whose relations and extra-terri- usefulness of these reports have created a wider ing this sentiment with true American enthusitorialrights in that important group are guar- demand for them at homo and a spirit of emu- asm, our citizens are quite willing to forego an
anteed by treaties. The weakness of the native lation abroad. Constitutinga record of tho Idle surplus in tho public treasury. And all
administration and tho conflict of opposing in- changes occurring in trade, and of the progress tho people know that tho average rate of
terests iu the islands have led King Malietoa to of the arts and inventions in foreign countries, Federal taxation upon imports to-day,
seek alliance or protection iu some one quarter, they aro much sbught for by all interestedin in time of peace, is but little less,
regardless of Uie distinct engagements whereby tho subjects which they embrace.
while npon some articles of necessary
no one of the three treaty powers may acquire
NATIONAL FINANCES.
consumption it is actually more, than
any paramount or exclusiveinterest.In May
The report of tho Secretary of tho Treasury was imposed by tho grievous burden willingly
last Malietoaoffered to place Samoa under the
exhibitsin detail tho condition of the public borne at a time when tbo Government
protection of tho Uuited States, and finances and of the several branches of tho Gov- needed millions to maintain by a war tho safety
the late Consul, without authority, as- ernment related to his department. I especially and integrity of tho United States.
sumed to grant it. The proceedingwas direct tbe attentionof Congressto the recomREVISION OF THE REVENUE LAW.
promptly disavowed, and the over-zealous official mondaDons contained in this and tho last proIt has been the policy of tho Governmentto
recalled.Special agents of the three govern- cedingTeportof the Secretary touchingthe sim- collect th*# principalport of its revenues uy a
ments have been deputed to examine the situa- plificationand amendment of the laws relating tax upon imports, aud no change in this policy
tion iu the islamis, with a change iu the repro- to the collection of our revenues,and iu tho in- is desirable. But tho present condition of
seutatio.iol all three powers,and a harmonious terest of economy and justice to the Govern- affairsconstrains our people t ) demand that by
understandingbetween them. Tho peace, pros- ment I ho|)o they may bo adopted by ftjjpropri- a revisionof our revenue laws the reperity.autonomous administration, and neutral- atw legislation. The ordinary receiptsof tho ceipts * of tho Government shall bo reity of Samoa cun hardly fail to bo secured.
Govornmeut for the fiscal year ended Juno 3i, duced to the necessity expense of its
CUBA AND PORTO RICO.
1830 were $336. 439, 727. 05. Of this amount 5192,- economical adm nistration,and this deIt appearing that tho Government of Spain 905,023.41was received from customs, and 8110,mand should to recognized and olieyed by
did not ext nil to the flag of th > United States iu 805,936.48from internal revenue,while tho total the people’s representatives
in the legislative
the Antilles tho whole measure of reciprocity receipts as here stated wore $13,749,020.08 brunch of the Government.In readjusting the
requisite under o ir statute for tho continuance greater than for the previous year, tho burdens of Federal taxation a sound public
of tho suspensionof discriminations against tho increasefrom customs was but 811.4:34.081.10, policy requires that such of our citizens as
Spanish flag in our jtorts, I was con- and from internal revenues84,407,210.94, making have built up large and im]>ortaiit industries
strained in October last to rescind my a gain in these itoms for tho last year of 815,841,- under present conditionsshould not bo sudpredecessor'sproclamation of Feb. 14, 1881, 235.04, a falling off in other resources reducing denly, and to tho.r injury, deprivedof advanpermittingsuch suspension. An arrangement tho total increuso to the smaller amount men- tages to which they have adaplcd their (msiness ;
was, however, speedily reached,and upon noti- tioned The expense at the different custom but if the public good requires it, they should
fication from tho Government of Bpaiu that all houses of collecting this increased customs rev- bo content with suen considerationas shall
differential treatmentof our vessels and thoir enue was leas than tho expense attending the. deal fairly and cautiouslywith their- interests,
cargoes Irorn tho United States or from any collection of such revenue for the preceding while tho just demands of tho people for relief
foreign country, had been completelyand absii- year by 8190,(3 .'8, and tho increased re- from needless taxa ion is honestly answered.
lutely relinquished, 1 availed myself of the dis- ceipts of interna! revenue were collected at A reasonableand timely submission to
cretion conferred by law, and issued on tho c7th a cost to the Internal Revenue Bureau of 8155,- such a demand should certainlybo possible
of October my proclamation declaring recipro- 914.99loss than tho expense of such collection witooutdisastrous shock to any intrrest,and a
cal suspensionm the United States. It is must for the previous year. Tho total ordinary excheerfulconcession sometuues averts abrupt
gratifyingto bear testimony to the earnest penses of tho Government for tho fiscal year and heedless action, often the outgrowth of imspiritin which the Government of the Queen ended Juno 30, 13 0, wore $242,483,138.50,
being patience aud delayed justice.
regent has mot our effortsto avert tho less by 517,783,797thun such expendiTHE AMERICANLABORER.
initiation of commercial discriminationsand tures for tho year preceding, and leavDuo regard should be also accorded in any
reprisals,which ore over dangerous to the ma- ing a surplus in tno treasury nt the
terial interests and tho politicalgood-will of the close of tho last fiscal year of 893,950,583.56, proposed readjustment to the interests'
countries they may affect. Tho profitable as against 803,463,771.27at the close of tho of American labor so far as they
congratulate ourselves
developmentof tho largo commercial ex- previous year, being an increase in such sjr- are involved.
changes between the United States and the plus of si 1,492,817.23.Tho expenditures com- that thero is among us uo laboring
Spanish Antilles is naturally an object of solic- pare I with those of the preceding fiscal year, and class, fixed within unyiddiu i hounds, and doomitude. I.y.ng close at our doors, and finding classified,are as follows: For civil expenses, ed under all conditions to the inexorable
file, of daily tod.
recognizein
Here thoir unukets of supply and demand, tho year ending Juno 3J, 1836, $21, 955,6 4.01
welfare of Cuba and I’orto Hico and thoir pro- year ending June 30, 1885, $23,824,042.11. labor a chief factor in tho wealth of tho
republic,
and
wo
treat
those
who have it
ductionand trade are scarcely loss important For foreign intercourse,1836, $133,232,088;1885,
to us than to Spain. Their commercial §543,990,011.For Indians, 1833. $609,915,817; In their keeping as citizens entitled to tho most
and financialmovements are so naturally 1883, $655,2^9,263. For pensions, 1383, 563,404,- careful regard nnd thoughtfulattention.This
a part o! our system that no obstacle to fuller, 834.03;lf-83. $56,102,267.49. For military,iu- regard aud attention should be awarded them,
freer intercourse should bo permitted to exist. eluding river and harbor improvementsand not only because labor is the capitalof our
Tho standinginstructions of our representatives arsenals, 1883, $34,321,15474; 1883, $12,670,578.47. workingman,justly entitled to its share of
at Madrid and Havana have for years boon to For the nary, including vessels, machinery Government favor, but for the further and not
less importantreason that the laboring man.
leave no effort uuossayed to further these ends, ond improvements of nnvy yurdri,
an 1 at no time has the equal good desire of $7.74 ; 1885, ?1(3, 021. 009.(33.For interest ou pub- surrounded by bis family in his homble home,
Spain been more hopefullymanifested than lic debt, 1836. $50,581,144.97;1885, $51,386,250.47. is virtually interested in all that cheapens the
now. The Government of bpiiin thus removing For tho District of Columbia, 1885, $2.8.12, 321.80; cost of living and enables him to bring within
his domestic circle additionalcomforts and
the consular tonnage foes on cargoes shipped to 1885, $3,449, 459. 93. Miscellaneousexpenditures.
tho Antilles,and by reducingpussjiort fees, has includyig public buildings,lighthouses,and advantages. This relation of the workingman
shown its rec ignitionof the needs of less tram- collecting the revenue, 1886, $67,98(3,781.04, 1883; to tho revenue laws of tho country,
and tho manner iu which it palpably Influences
olod intercourse.
$54,728036.21.
TURKEY.
For the current year, to end Juno 30, 1837, tho the question of wages, should uot bo forgotten
An effort has been made during the past year ascertained receipts up to October 1, 1881, with in tho justifiablej»rominence given to the proper
maintenance of tho supply and protectionof
to remove tho hindrances to the proclamation such receiptsup to October 1, 1886, with such
of the treaty of naturalization with the Sublime
receiptsestimated for tho remainderof the well paid labor. And these considerations sugPorte, signed m 18/4, which has remained inop- year, amount to $356,000,000. The expen- gest such an arrangement of Government reveerative owing to a disagroemeut of interpreto- ditures ascertained and estimated for nues as shall reduce tho expense of living,
tion of tho clauses relating t > the effectsof tho
period are* K6‘J,00),0J0, while it does not curtail the opportunityfor
return to and sojourn of a naturalized citizen in indicated an anticipatedsurplus at the close of work nor reduce tho compensation uf American
labor and injuriouslyaffect its conditionand
the laud of his origin. I trust soou to bo able to tho year of §90,009, iRJO.
the dignified place it holds iu tho estimationof
announce a fuvoninlo settlement of the differEXPORTS.
ences us to this interjiretation.
The total value of tho exports from the United our people.
But our farmers and agriculturists,those who
It has been highly satisfactory to note the imSta es to foreign countries during the fiscal year
proved treatment of American missionariesIn is stated and coinjaredwith the precedingyear from tho soil producetho things consumed by all
are perhaps more directly aud plainly concerned
Turkey, as has been attested by their acknowl- as follows :
than any other of our citizens iu a just and careedgments to our late Minister to that GovernFor tho yesr ending
ment of his successful exertious in thoir bdhulf.
June 30, 1886. June 30. 1885. ful system of Federaltaxation. Those actually
VENEZUELA.
Domestic merchandise.$60.5, 694, 529 $726,6-2,946 engaged in, and more remotely connected with, .
The exchange of ratificationof tho convention Foreignmerchandise... 13,560,301 15,5)0,809 this kind of work number nearly one-half of our
of Decembers, 188), with Venezuela for tho re- Gold ...............
42,953,191 3,477,892 population ; none labor harder or more cortinuopening of tho awards of tho Caracas counuis- Silver ................... 20,511,21983,753.033 ously than they. No enactments limit their
siou um! t Uie claims conventionof 1886, has not
The value of some of our leadingexports dur- hours of toil, and no interposition of the Govyot been effected,owing to tbe delay of the Ex- ing tho last fiscal year, as compared with tho ernment enhances to any great extent the value
ecutive of that liepublic in ratifying the meas- value of the same for tho year immediately pre- of their products ; and yet for many of the
ure. I trust that this postiiouomont
will be brief ;
ceding, is here given and furnishes information necessaries and coraforta of life, which the most
scrupulouseconomy enables them to bring into
but should it much lont/er continue, tha both interesting and suggestive :
delay may well \hs regarded as a reactionof the For the year ending June 39, 1836. Juno 30. 1885. their homos, and for their irapleuientaof
husbandry,they are obliged to pay a price largecompact, aud a failure on the port of Venezuela Cotton and cotton manto complete an arrangement so persistently
ufactures ........... $219,015,576$213,799,019 ly increased by an unnatural profit, which, oy
the action of the Government,is given to the
sought by her during many years, and assented Tobacco aud its manuto by this Goverument in a spirit «f interna
facture
............30,424,903 24,707,30.7 more favored manufacturer. I recommend that,
tional fairness, although to tho detriment Breadstuffs .............125,846,5.58160,370,922 keeping in view all these considerations, the
of holders of bona fide awards of the impugned Provisions .............60,625,216 107,382,450 increasing and unnecessarysurplus of national
Income annually accumulating be released to
commission.
IMPORTS. ,
CITIZENSHIPAND NATURALIZATION.
Our imjiorts during the lost fiscal year, as the people,by an amendment to our revenue
I renew the recommendation of my last annual
compared with the previous year, were as fol- laws, which shall cheapen the price of tbe
necessaries of life; and give freer entrance to
message, that tho existing legislation concern- lows?
such imported materialsos, by American labor,
iug citizenship and naturalization
bo revised.
1883.
We have treaties .with many states providing Merchandise........ §635,436,136 $570,580,051.80 may be manufacturedinto marketable comfor the renunciation of citizenshipby naturalGold .................29,74^349 29,091,096.1k) modities. Nothing can be accomplished, howized alious, but no statute is lound to give Silver ............... 17 850i307 16,550,027.00 ever, |n tho direction of this much-neededreform unless the subject is approached in a
effectto such engagements, nor any which proREDUCTIONOF THE REVENUE.
vides a needed central bureau for tho registraIn my last anmnl message to the Congress patrioticspirit of devotionto tho Interesta of tbe
tion of naturalized citizens.
attentionwas directed to the fact that the entire country, and with a willingnessto yield
EXTRADITION LAWS.
revenues of tbe Government exceed its actual aomething for the whole good.
Experience suggests that onr statutes regu- needs, and it was suggested that legisTHE PUBLIC DEBT.
lating extraditionmight bo advantageously lative action should be taken to relieve . The sum paid npon the public debt during the
amended by a provisionfor the transit across the people from the unnecessaryburden of tax- fiscal year ended Juno 30, 1886, was $44,551,048.36.
our territory(now a convenientthoroughfare of ation thus made apparent.In view of the press- During the twelve mouths ended October 81,
travel from one foreL n country to another)of ing Importanceof tho subject, Ideom it my duty IBfiorthree per cent bonds were called for re-,
fugitivessurrendered by a foreign Govern- to again nrge its consideration.The income of demptlon,amountingto $127,283,100,
of which
ment to
third State. buoh pro- the Government, with its increased volume and $80,643,200was so called to answer the requirevisions are unusual in the legislation through economies in its collection,is now more ments of the law relating to the sinking fund,
of other countries,and tend to prevent than ever in excess of public necessities.The and $46,899,000for the purpose of reducing the
tho miscarryingof justice. It is also desirable, application of the surplus to the payment of debt by applicationof a part of the surplus!
in order to remove present uncertainties, that such portion of the publio . debt as is now at in the Treasury to that object Of the bonds
authority should bo conferred on the Secretary onr option, subject to extinguishment, if thus called $102,260,450became subject, under,
of State to issue a certificate iu case of an ar- continued at the rate which has late- sach calls, to redemption prior to November |
rest for the purpose of extradition to tbe officer ly prevailed, would retire that class 1, 1880. Tho remainder, amounting to
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9250,186,450,matured

under the calls after
date. In addition to the amount
subject to payment and cancellationprior to
November 1, there were also paid before that
day certain of these bonds with the interest
thereon, amounting to S5,0rs,350,which were
anticipated as to the maturity,of which S2.664,850 had not been called. Thus <107,341,800had
been actually applied prior to the 1st of November, 1886, to the extinguishment of our
bonded and interest-bearing debt, leaving on
that day still outstandingthe sum of <1,153, 443,*
112. Of this amount <80, 848,700 was still representedby 3 per cent, bonds.* They, however,
have been since November 14, or will at once
be. further reduced by 82-.\G0G,150, being bonds
which have been called, as already stated, but
not redeemed and canceled before the latter

that

date.

SILVEB COINAGE.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1886,
there were coined under the Compulsory Silver
Coinage act of 1878, 29,838,840silver dollars, and
the cost of the silver used in such coinagewas
523,448,960.01.There had been coined up to the
close of the-prevlous fiscal year under the provisions of the law 203,882,554silver dollars, and
on the 1st day of December,1886, the total
amount of such coinagewas 5247,131,549.
Director
Mint reports

designedos a war vessel, and all of which are
auxfllary merely. Third, twenty-sevencruising
ships, three of which ore built of iron and of
small tonnage,and twenty-fourof wood. Of
those wooden vessels it Is estimated by the
chief constructor of the navy that only three
will be serviceable beyond a period of six years,
at which time it may be said that of the present
naval force nothing worthy the name will remain.
All the vesselsheretoforeauthorised are under contract or In course of construction, except the armored ships, the torpedo dynamite
boats, and one crusier.As to the last of those,
the bids were in excess of the limit fixed by
Congress.
ARMOR AND ODN STEEL.
The productionin the United States of armor
and gun steel is a question which It seems
necessary to settle at an early’ day, if the
armored war vessels are to be completed with
those materials of home manufacture. This
has been the subject . of investigationby
two boards and by two special committees of Congress within the last three
years. The report of the Gun Foundry Board
iu 1984, of the Board of Fortifications made in
January last, and the reports of the select committees of the two bouses made at the last Hessian of Congress have entirely exhaustedthe
subject so far as preliminaryinvestigation is
involved, and in their recommendation they arc

an management, inadequate,standing atone,

I

the accomplishment of an object which has
become pressing in importance -the more rapid
transition from tribal organisations to citizenship of such 'portionsof tho Indianaas are capable of civilizedlife. When the existing system was adopted the Indian race was outside
of the limits of organizedStates and Territories,
and beyond the immediate reach and operation
of civilization,and all efforts were mainly directed to tbo maintenanceof friendly refor

and the preservation of peaca
and qnlot on tbo frontier. AU this

lations

now changed.There Is no such thing as the
Indian frontier. Civilization, with tho busy
hum of industry and the influenceof Christianity,surroundsthese people at every point
None of the tribes are outiide of the bounds of
organized government and society,except that
the Territorial system has not been extended
over that portionof the countryknown as the
Indian Territory.As a race the Indians are no
longer hostile, but may bo consideredas submissive to the controlof the Government as
few of them only are troublesome. Except
the fragments of several bands, all are now
gatheredupon reservations.It is no longer possible for them to subsist by the chase and the
spontaneousproductions of tho earth. With an
abundance of land, if furnishedwith the means
and implements for profitable husbandry, their
life of entire dependence upon Governmentrations from day to day is no longer defensible.
Their inclination, long fosteredby a defective
system of control,is to oling to tho hstoits and
customs of their ancestors, and they struggle
with persistenceagainst tho change of life
which their alteredcircumstances press upon
them. But barbarism and civilizationcan not
live together. It is impossible that such incongruousconditions shouldco-existon
tho same
soil. They are s portion of our people, are
under the authorityof our Government, and
have a peculiarclaim upon, and are entitled
to, the fosteringcaro and protectionof tho
nation. Tho Government can not relievo

is

remains for tbo year of 20,6T>8 names. From within tho domain of Federal rsgnlation.I
January 1, 1861, to December
1885, 1,967 pri- am of tbo opinion that (his suggeatlon
,

1,

!

vato pensionnets hod been passed. Since the is worthy thu attention of Congress. But after
last-mention < d date, and during the last session all has been done by the passage of laws,
of Congress. 644 such acts became laws.
either Federal or State, to relieve a situation
:

SPECIAL PENSION LAWS.
seems to me that no one can examine our
pension establishmentand its operations without being convincedthat through its Instrumentality justice can bo very nearly done to all who
are entitled under present laws to tbo pension
bounty of the Government. But it is uudonlable
that cases exist well entitled to relief in which
the Pension Bureau is powerlessto relieve the
really worthy cases. Of this class are such as
only lack by misfortune the kind or quantity
proof which tho
regula-

of
law aud
tions of tho bureau require, or which,
though their merit is apparent,
for some reason or other, can not be
justly dealt with throughgeneral laws. These
conditionsfully justify application to tho Congress and special enactments,but resort to tho
Congressfor a special pension act to over-rule
tho deliberate and careful determinationof the

of solicitude,much more remains t • bo accomplished by tbe reinstatement and cultivation of a true American sentiment, which recognizes the equality of Americancitizenship.
Tills, in the light of our traditions and in loyalty
to tbe spirit of our institutions,would teach
that a hearty co-operationon tho port of
all intoroHt*is the surest path to national greatnessand the happiness of nil our
people ; that capitalshould, in recognitionof
tho brotherhood of our citizenship, and in »
spirit of American fairness, generously accord
to labor its just compensation and consideration, and that contentedlal>or is capital’s b sfe
protection and faithful ally. It would tench,
too, that the diverse situations of our people
are inseparable from our civilization; that
every oit.zon should, in his sphere, bo a contributor to tho general good ; that capital does
not necessarily tend to tho oppressionof la»>or,
nnd that violentdisturbances and disorder*
alienate from their promoters true American
sympathy and kindly feeling.
THE AGKICIM.TURAL BUREAU
The Department of Agriculture,representing
tho oldest and largest of our industries, is subserving well the purpose of Its organization. By '
the Introduction of new subjects of fanning enfull

It
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!

{
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Pension Bureau on tho merits, or to secure
f&vorablo action when it could not bo expeot.'d
under the mo.it liberal execution of general
laws, it must bo admitted opens tho door to
The
of the
allowanceof questionableclaims, and presents
that
the time of the passage
t) the legislative and executive branches of
of the law
1878 directing this
tho Government applicationsconcedodly not
coinage, the intrinsicvalue of the dollar thus substantially agreed.
within tho law and plainly devoid of
coined was 9454 centfl ®*ch. and that on July 31,
In the event that the present invitation of
merit, but so surrounded by sentiment and terprise, and by aliening new sources ot agri1886, the price of silverreached the lowest stage
the department for bids to furnish such of this
patriotic fooling that they are hard to resist
cultural wealth ana tho disseminationof early
ever known, so that (ho intrinsicor bullion price material as is now authorizedshall fail to
FRAUDULENT PENSION CLAIMS.
informationconcerningproduction and prices,
of our standardsilver dollar at that date was
induce domestic manufacturers to underI suppose It will not bo denied that many it has contributed largely to the country 's proe72 cents. The price of silver on November 30
take the largo expendituresrequired to
claims for pensionare made without merit, and IKtrity. Through this agency,advanced thought
last was such us to make the dollars intrinsic- prepare fer this new manufacture, and
that many have been allowed upon fraudulent and investigation touchingtbo subjects it has in
ally worth 78 cents each. These differences in no other stops are taken by Congressat its comrepresentations.This has boon declared from charge, should, among other things,be practithe value of the coins represent but the fluctua- ing sosaion, the Secretary contemplates,with
the Pension Bureau, not only in this but in prior cally applied to tho homo production, at a low
tions in the price of silver, and they certainly dissatisfaction,
the necessity of obtaining
administrations.
The usefulness and tho justice cost of articlesof foo l which aro now imported
do indicate that compulsory coinage by the Gov- abroad the armor and the gun stool f> r tbs
of any system for tho distribution of pensions from abroad. Such an innovationwill
ernment enhances the price of that commodity authorizedships. It would seem desirable that
depend upon tbo equality and uniformity of ita necessarily,of course, in tbe beginning,
or secures uniformityin its value.
the wants of the army and the navy in this reoperation.It will be soon from the rejiort of the
within tho domain of intelligent
CincULATlNO SILVER.
gard should bo reasonably met, and that by
Commissioner that there are now paid by tho experiments, and the subject in every stage
Every fair and legal effort has been made by uniting their contracts such inducementmight Itself of this responiibilltyuntil they are so far Government 131 different rates of pension.
should
receive all possible encouragement from
the Treasury Deportmentto distributethis be offered as would result in secur.ng the do- trained and civilized as to be able wholly to
Tbo Commissionerestimates,irom tho l ost the (iovornmont. Tho interests or millions of
curnency among the people. The withdrawal mesticationof these important interests.
manage and care for themselves. The path in informationbe can obtain, that 9, uO of those our citizens engaged in agriculture are involved
of United States treasury notes of small deTHE PCfcTALSERVICE.
which they should walk must be clearly marked who have served in tho arm v and navy of tho iu an oulurgomaut of the results of their labor;
nominations and the issuingof small silver
The affairsof the postal service show marked out for them, and they must bo led or guided Unit 'd States are now euppjrtediu whole oc in
and a zealous regard for their welfare sbould be
certificateshave been resorted to in the en- and gratifyingImprovementduring the past until they are familiar with tho way and com- part from public funds or by organizedcliai la willing tribute to those whose productiveredeavor to accomplish this result, in obedience year. A particular account of its transactions petent to assume tho duties and responsibili- ties, exclusive of those iu soldiers'homes under
to the will and sentimentsof the reprosonta- and condition is given in the report of the ties of our citizenship. Progress in this the direction aud control of tho Government. turns uxo a main source of our progress and
power.
tivos of the people in Congress. On the 27th day Postmaster General, which will be laid before groat work will continue only at tho Only 13 percent, of those are pensioners, while,
CATTLE DISEASE.
of November,18kG, the people held of these you. The reduction of the rate of letter post- present slow pace and at great expense, of the entire number of men furnishedfor th
The existence of pleuro pneumonia among the
coins or certificatesrepresenting them the nom- age In 1983, rendering the postal revenuesInade- unless tho system and methods of man- lute war, something like 20 per cent, including
cattle of various States has led to burdensome,
inal sum of <166,873,041,
and we still have 5?.', - quate to sustain the expenditures, and business agement are improved to meet tho changed their widows and relatives, have boon or now
and, in soine cases, disastious restrictionsin an
464.345 in the treasury, os against about 5142,894,- depression also contributing,resulted in an
conditions and urgent demands of tho service. arc in the receipt of penslona
imjiortant branch of our commerce, threatening
055 so in the hands of the people, and 572,865,376 excess of cost for the fiscal year ended Juno Tho Agents having general charge and superTho American people, with a patriotic and to affect the quantity and quality of our food
remaining in the treasuryone year ago. The 30, 1845, of eight and one-thirdmillions of vision, In many cases, of more than 5,000 gratefulregard for our ex-soldiers, too broad
supply. This is a matter of such importance,
Director of the Mint again urges the necessity dollar*.An additional check upon receipts bv Indians, scattered over largo reservations, and and too sacred to bo monopolizedby any special
aud of such far-reachingconsequences,that
of more vault room for the purpose of storing doublingthe measure of weight in rating sealed burdenedwith details of accountability
for advocates, are not only willing,but anxious that I hope it will engage tho serious attention of
these silver dollars, which are not needed for corresnondeuce, and diminishingone-half funds and supplies, have time to look after tbo equal and exact justice should bo done to all
the Congress to the end that such a remedy
circulation by the people. I have seen no reason the charg) for newspaper carriage, was im- industrial training and improvementof a few honest claimantsfor pensions. In their sight
may be applied as to tho limits of a oonetituto change the views expressedin my lost annual posed by legislation,which took effect with the Indians only: the many are neglected the friendless and destitute so'dior dependent
tioi ul delegation of power to tbe General Govmessage on the subject of this compulsory coin- beginning of the past fiscalyear ; while the and remain Idle anu deijendent- condi- on public charity, if otherwiseentitled,has preernment will permit I commend to'the conage, and I again urge its suspensionon all the constant demand of our territorial develop- tions not favorable for progress or cisely the samo right to share in the provision
siderationof tho Congress the report of tbe
grounds contained in my former recommenda- ment and growing populationfor the extension civilization. The compensation allowed those made for those who fought their country’sbatCommissioner, and his suggestions oonoornlng
tion, re-enforced by the significant increase of and Increase of mail facilites and machinery Agents and tho conditionsof tho service are tles. as those better able, through friendsand
thu interests intrusted to his caro.
our gold exportationsduring the last year, as necessitatea steady annual advance In outlay. not calculatedto secure workmen who are influence, to push their claim*. Every pension
CIVIL-SERVICEREFORM,
appears by the comparative statement here- The careful estimate of a year ago upon the fitted by ability and skill to properly plan and that is granted under our presentplan upon
The continuedoperationof tho law relating
with presented, and for the further reasons, rates of expenditure thou existing contom- intelligentlydirect tbo methods best adapted to any other grounds than actual service, injury,
tnour civil service has added to the moat conthat the more this currency is distributed platod the unavoidableaugmentation of the de- produce the most speedy resultsand permanent or disease incurred in such service, and
proofs of its necessity and usefulness.
among the people the greater becomes our ficiency in the last fiscal year by nearly two benefits.Hence tbo necessity for a supplemental every instance of tho many in which pen- vincing
It is a fact worthy of note that every public ofduty to protectit from disaster ; that wo now millionsof dollars.The anticipatedrevenue agency or system, directed to the end of promot- sions are increased on other grounds than the
have abundance for all our needs; and that for the last year failed of realization by about ing tho general and more rapid transitionof merits of tho claim, work an injustice to the ficer who has a just Idea of his duty to
tho people testifies to the value of this
there seems but little proprietyiu building 561,000, but proper measures of economy have tribes from habits and -customs of barbarism to bravo and crippled, hut poor and friendlers,solreform. Its stanchest friouds are found
vaults to store such currency, when the only so satisfactorilylimited the growth of expendi- tho ways of civilization.
dier, who is neglected, or who must be content among those who understand It best,
pretensefor its coinage is the necessityof its tures that the total deficiency.,in fact, foil bewith tho smallest sum allowedunder general and ita warmest support ‘rs are those who are
THE
PUBLIC DOMAIN.
use by the people os a circulating medium.
low that of 183 and at that time the increase
The recommendations of the Secretary of tho laws. There aro far too many neighborhoods rostri lued and protootedby its requirements.
INDEFINITE REVENUE LAWS.
of revenue is in {i gaining ratio over the increase
in which are found glaring cases of inequality
The groat number of suits now pending in the of cost, demonstrating the sufficiency of the Interior and the Commissioner of tbo General of treatment lu tfio matter of pensions;and Tho moaning of nucIi restraint and protection
United States Courts for the Southern Districtof present rates of postage ultimately to sustain Laud Offloo, looking to tbo bettor protection of they are largely duo to a yielding iu tho Pen- is not appreciatedby those who want places unthe Government, regard loss of merit and
New York, growing out of the collection of cus- the service. This is the more pleasing because public lands and of the public surveys,tho sion Bureau to importunity on the part uor
efficiency,uor by those who insist that the setoms revenue at the port of Now York, and the our people enjoy now both cheaper postage, preservationof national forests,tho adjudlcathose
other
than
the
pensioner,
number of such suits that are almost daily insti- proportionately to distances, and a vaster and ti n of grants to States and corporations, and of who are especially interested,or they arise from lectionfor such places should rest upon
a proper credential showing active parprivate land claims, and tho increased efficiency
tuted, are certainlyworthy the attentionof more costly servicethan any other upon the
of tho public lauds service, are commended special acts passed forihobJiiefitof individuals. tisan work. They mean to public officers
Congress These legal controversies, based up- globe.
to tho attention of Congress. To secure tho Tho men who fought side by si ie should stand tho only opportunityafforded them to attend to
on conflictingviews by importers and the ColBetrenchment has been effected in the cost
widest distribution of public lands in limited side by side when they participate iu a grateful public businesfi,and they moan to tho good peolector as to the interpretation of our present of supplies ; some expendituresunwarrauted by
quantitiesamong settlers of residence and nation’s kind remembrance.Every considera- ple of the country the hotter p< rformauco of the
complex and indefiniterevenue laws might bo law have ceased, ana the outlays for mail carcultivation,and thus make the greatest num- tion of fairness and justice to our ox-soldiers, work of the (r Government. It Is exceedingly
largolyobviatedby an amendment of those riage have been subjected to bouofleialscrutiny.
bers of individualhomos, was tho primary and tho protection of tho patriotic instincts of strange that tho scope and nature of this reform
laws. But pending such amendment the present At the close of the late fiszal year the expense
object ol the public land legislatiouin the early our citizens from perversion and violence, point aro so littlo understood, and that so many things
condition of this litigation should bo relieved. of transportation on star routes stood at an anof tho Republic.This system was a to the adoption of a pension system broad and not includedwithin its idan arc called by its
There are now pending about 2,5(X) of those nual rate of cost less by over <530,600than at the days
comprehensive enough to cover every continsuite. More than 1,100 havo been commenced close of the previous year, and steamboat and simple one. It commenced with an admirable gency, and which shall make unnecessary name. When cavil yields more fully to exscheme of public surveys, by which tbo bumamination,the s/stein will have largo additions
within eighteen months, and many of the mail messenger service at nearly 5200,000 less.
blest citizeu could identify tho tract uj>on an objectionablevolume of special legisla- to tho number of its friends. Our civil service
others havo been at issue for more than twenty- The service has been In the meantime enlarged
which bo wished to establishhis home. The tion. As long as wo adhere to the prin- reform may bo imnerfectin some of its details ;
five years. These delays subject the Govern- and extended by the establishment of now
ciple of granting pensions for service,
ment to loss of evidence,and prevent the rei>- offices,increaseof routes of carriage, expan- price of lands was placed within tho roach of all and disability as tho result of tho service, tbo it may bo misunderstoodand opposed ; it may
aration necessary to defeat unjust and sion of carrier delivery conveniences, and the enterprising, industrious and honest pioneer allowance of pensions should bo restricted to not always be faithfullyapplied; its designs
citizens of tho country. It was soon found, howmay sometimesmiscarry through mistake
fictitious claims, while constantly .accru- additions to the railway mail facilitiesin acthat the object of tho laws was perverted cases presentingthese features. Every j)a- or willful intent; it may sometimestremble
ing interest threatens to double the cordance with the growing oxigenciosof the ever,
triotic
heart
responds
to
a
tender
consideration
tbo assaults of Its enemies, or languish
demands involved. In the present condition country and the long establishedpolicy of the under the system of cash sales from a distribu- for those who, having served their countrylong under
under the misguided zeal of impracticable
of land among the iieonlo to an accumulaof the dockets of thej courts, well-filledwith priGovernment. The i’ostmr.iter General calls tion
tion of land capital by wealthy and speculative and well, are reduced to dostitut ou and de- friends, but if the people of this country ever
vate suits,and of the force allowedthe District attentionto the existing law for compensating
pendence,not as un incidentof their service, submit to tbo banishment of its underlying
Attorney no greaterthan is necessaryfor the railroads, and expresses the opinion that a persons. To check this tendency a preference but with advancing age, or through sickness,
principle from tbe operationof their Governordinary and current business of his office, method may bo devisedwhich will prove more right of purchase was given to settlers on or misfortune.We are all tempted by tho
ment, they will abandon the surest guarantee
the land,
plan which culminated
these revenue litigationscannot bo considered.
just to the carriers and beneficialto the Governcontemplation of such a condition to' sup- of tho safety and success of American instituIn defaultof the adoption by Congress of a ment; and the subject appears worthy of your in the general pre-emption act of ply relief and are often impatient of tiie
tions. I invoke for this reform tho cheerful
1811.
foundationof this system
plan for the general reorganization of the early consideration.
was actual residenceand cultivation.Twenty limitations of public duty. Yielding to aud ungrudging support of Congress,
Federal courts, as has heretoforebeen recomOCEAN SERVICE
no
cue
in
tho
desire
to
indulge
this
years later the homesteadlaws were devised
renew
recommendation, made
mended. I urge the proprietyof passinga law
The differences which arose during the year
feeling of consideration,I can not rid last your, that the Commissionerg be made
permittingthe appointment of an additional with certain of the ocean steamship companies to more surely place actual homes In the posses- myself of tho conviction that if these ox-soldiers
equal to other offleon of tho Government having
sion Oi actual cultivators of the soil. Tho land
Federal Judge in the district whore these Gov- have terminated in the acquiescenceof
aro to he relieved they and their cause aro like duties and responsibilitiee,and I hope that
ernment suits have accumulated,so that by con- all In the policy of the Government approved by was given without price, tho solo condition entitled to tho benefit of au enactment under
such reasonable appropriationsmay be made
tinued sessions of the courts devotedto the trial Congress in the postal appropriationat its being residence, impiovementand cultivation.
which relief may be claimed as a right, and as will enable them to Increasethe usefElneM
those cases may be determined. It is entire- last session, and the department now enjoys the Other laws have followed,each designed to that such relief should be granted under the
of the eauso they have charge of.
ly plain that a groat saving to the Government utmost service afforded by all vessels which sail encourage tho acquirement and use of land in sanction of law. not in evasion of it; nor should
FREEDMAN’SBANK DEPOSITORS.
would bo accomplished by such a remedy, and from our ports upon either ocean— service gen- limited individual quantities, hut in later years such worthy objects of care, all equally entitled,
I desire to call tho attention of the Congress
the suitors who have honest claims would not erally adequate to the needs of our intercourse. these laws, through vicious administrative
bo
remitted
to
the
unequal
operation
of
sympato
a
plain
duty which the Government owes to
methods and under changed conditions of combe denied justice through delay.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
thy, or tho tender mercies ot social and polititho depositorsin the Freedman’s Havings and
THE ARMY.
Tbo extension of the free deliveryserviceas munication and transportation, have been so cal influence, with their unjust discriminations. Trust Company. This company was chartered
The report of the Becrotary of War gives a de- suggestedby the Postmaster General has here- evaded and violated that their beneficentpur- Tho dischargedsoldiers and sailors of
by tbe Congress for tho benefitof the most
tailed accountof the administr.ition of his de- tofore received my sanction, and it is to ho pose Is threatened with entire defeat. Tho
the country aro our fellow-citizensand illiterate and bumble of our people, and
partment, and contains sundry recommenda- hoped a suitable enactment may soon be agreed methods cf such evasions and valuations intoreated with us In tho passage and
with the inteution of encouragingthem
are sot forth in detail in tho reports of the Sections for the improvement of the service, which upon.
retary of the Interior and Commissioner of tbo faithful execution of wholesome law. They can in industry and thrift. Most of tho
I fully approve. The army consisted at the date
The request for an appropriationsufficientto
not
he
swerved
from
their
duty
of
citizenship
branches were presided over by officers holding
GeneralLand Office.The rapid appropriation of
of the last consolidatedreturn uf 2,103 officers enable the general inspection of fourth-class ofour public lands without bens fide settlements by artful appealsto their spirit of brotherhood, the commissions and clothed in the uniform of
and 24.916enlisted men. The expenses of the fices has my approbation.
born
of
common
peril
and
suffering,
nor
will
the United Btates. These and other circumor cultivation,and io: only w ithout intention of
department for the last fiscal year wore
I renew my approval of the recommendation
they exact as a test of devotion to their welfare stances reasonably,I think, led these simple
<36,990,903.28.
including$0,291,303.43for public of the Postmaster General that another assist- residence, but for tho purpose of their aggregaa willingness to neglect public duty in their be- people to suppose that tho invitation to deposit
works and river ann harbor improvements.I ant be providedfor the PostofficeDepartment, tion in largo holdings, in many casus in tho half.
tbeir b&rd-earned savings in this institution
especiallydirect the attention of Congress and I invite your attentionto the several other hands of foreigners, invites the serious and
THE PATENT OFFICE.
implied an understandingon the part of their
immediate attention of Congress. The energies
to the recommendation that officersbo required recommendations in his report.
On the 4th of March, 1885, the current busi- Government that tbeir money shonld be safely
of tho Land Departmenthave been devoted
to submit to an examination as a preliminary
FEDERAL PENITENTIARY.
ness- of tho 1’iitont Office was on an aver- kept for thorn. When ibis company foiled it
to their promotion. I see no objection but
The conduct of the Department of Justice for during tho present administrationto remedy
five and
half months behind was liable in tho sum of 12,931, 925.22 to 61431
many advantages in adopting this feature, tho last fiscal year is duly detailed in the report defects and correct abuses in the public land o'jo
At tho close of the last fiscal year depositor!*. Dividends amounting in the agwhicli has operatedso* beneficially in our Navy (ff the Attorney General, and I invito tho service. Tho results of these efforts are so largely-'
such current work was but three months in gregate to 62 per cent havo boon declared, and
Department as well as in some branches of the earnest attention of Congress to the same, in tho nature of reforms in the process add
methods of our hind system as to prevent ade- arrears, aud it is assertedand believed that in the sum called for nnd paid of such dividends
army.
and duo considerationof the recommendations
quate estimates, but it appears, by a compilation the next few months tho doluv in obtainingan seems to be 81,643,181.72.This sum, deducted
COAST DEFENSES.
therein contuiued. In tbo report submitted by
of an application'for a patent will from tho entire amount of deposits, leaves
The subjectof coast defences and fortifica- this officer to tho last session of Congrosn, from the reportsof the Commissioner of tho examination
bo but nominal The number of applications 81,291,744.50 still unpaid. Past experience
tions bad been fully and carefully treated by no stronglyrecommended the erection of a General Land Office, that the immediate efft ct in
for patents during the last fiscal year, Includhas shown that quite a largo part of this
the Board on Fortifications,whoso report was penitentiary for the confinement of prisoners loading cases whicli havo come to a final termiing re-issues,designs, trade-marks and labels, sum will not be called for. There aro assets
submitted at the last session of Congress ; but convicted and sentenced iu tho Unit* d States nation has been tho rostora ion to tho mass of
equal
40,678,
which
is
considerably
in
excess
of
still on hand amounting to the estimated sum
no construction work of the kind recommended courts, and bo repents tho recommendation in public lands of 2,760,000 acres; that 2,870,UK)
the number received during tho precedingyear. of <10,000. I think thu remaining thirty-eight
by the Board has been possible during the last his report for tho last year. This is a matter of acres are embraced in investigations now pendTbo
Receipts
of
tbo
Patent
Office
during
tbo
per cent of such of these depositsas have
year from the lack of appropriations for such very great importance and should at once re- ing before tho department or tho courts, and
purpose. The defenseless condition of our sea- ceive Congressionalaction. United States pris- that action of Congresshas been asked to year aggregate 81,250,167.80,enabling tho claimants should bo paid by the Government
office tj turn into tho Treasury, over and upon principles of equity and fairness. The recoast and lake frontier is perfectlypalpable; oners are now confined iu more^than thirty dif- effect tho restoration of 2,790,00) acres addiabove all expenditures, about <103,701.73. port of tbo Commissioners,soon to be laid bethe examinations made must convince us all ferent State prisons and penitentiaries situated tional, hesidrs which 4,0 <0,0)0 acres havo been
number of patents granted during the last fore Congress,will give more satisfactory dethat certain of our cities named in in every part of the country. They are sub- withheld from reservationaud tho rights of The
fiscal year, including reissues,trade-marks,
de- tails on this subject
the report of the board should bo for- jected to nearly as many different modes of entrv thereonmaintained.I recommend the
DISTRICTOF COLUMBIA.
tified, and that work on the most im- treatmentand discipline,and are far too much REPEAL OF THE PRE-EMPTIONAND TIMBER- signs, and labels, was 29,610— a number a so
quite largely in excess of that of any preceding
The control of the affairs of the District of
portant of those fortifications should bo removed from the control and regulation of tho
CULTURE ACTS,
commenced at once. The work has been Government. So far as they are entitled to and that tho homestead laws be so amended as year. The roi>ort of tho Commissioner shows Columbia having been placed in tho bands of
tho office to bo in a prosperouscondition, an£ purely executive officers,while the Congress
thoroughlyconsideredand laid out, the Secre- humane treatmentand opportunity for improveto better secure compliance, and cultivation consequentlyincreasing In Its business. No in- still retains all legislative authority relating to
tary of War reports, but ali is delayed in de- ment and reformation, tho Governmentis refor tho peri-.Kl of five years from date of entry crease of force is asked for. The amount esti- its government, it becomes my dutv to make
fault of Congressionalaction. The absolute sponsible to them and society that those things
withoutcommutationor-^irovision for sj>ecula- mated for tho year ending Juno 30, 1847, was known the pressingneeds of the District,and
necessity, judged by all standardsof prudence are forthcoming. But this duty can scarcely bo
tive relinquishment. I also recommend the re- <853,960. The amount estimated for the fiscal recommend their consideration.Tbo laws of
and foresight,of our preparationfor an effectual dischargedwithoutmore absolute control and
peal of tho desert land laws, unless it shall year ending Juno 30, 1888, is 5778,779.
tbe District appear to be in an uncertain and
resistance against the armored ships and steel discretion than is possible under tho present
bo tix> pleasure of Congressto so amend
THE SUBSIDIZED RAILROADS.
unsatisfactory condition, aud their codification
gnns and mortars of modern construction,which system.
these laws as to render them less liable to
The
Secretory
of the Interiorsuggests a change or revision is much needed.
may threaten the cities on our coasts, is so
THE JUDICIALSYSTEM.
abuse. Tbo facilitywith which transfers are in the plan for the nuymont of tho indebtedness During the past year one of the bridges leadapparent that I hope effective steps will be
I again urge a change In tho Federal judicial
resultsIn land accumulation instead of of the Pacificsubsidized roods to theOovermnont. ing from tbe District to tho State of Virginia
taken in that direction immediately.The system to meet the wants of the people and ob- made
land distribution,and that the public doma-m His suggestionhas the unanimous indorsement became unfit for use and travel upon it was forvaluableand suggestive treatmentof this ques- viate the delays necessarily attending the presbo secured to settlers, It may be deemed advis- of tho persons selectedby the Governmentto bidden. This leads me to suggest that the imtion by the Secretary of War is earnestlycoment condition of aff airs in our courts. All are able to provide by legislatiensome guards act as Directors of those roads and protect tho provement of all the bridges crossing the Potomended to the consideration of Congress.
agreed that somethingshould be done, and and checks upon the alienation of vested interests of tho United States in the board of mac and its branches from the City of WashTHE APACHE WAR.
mucH favor is shown by those well able to ad- rights and lands coveredtherebyuntil patents direction.In considering the plan proposed, the ington is worthy of the attention of Congress.
In Septemberand October last the hostile vise, to the plan suggestedby the Attorney Gen- Issue.
solo matters which should be taken into acThe Commissioners of the District represent
Apachios,who, under the leadership of Goron- eral at the last session of Congress, and recomFENCING PUBLIC LANDS.
count, in my opinion, are tho situation of tho that the laws regulating the sale of liquor and
imo, had for eighteen months been on the war mended in my last annual message. This recLast year an ex. cative proclamationwas Is- Government as a creditor,and the surest way granting licenses therefor should be at once
path, and during that time hod committed ommendationis here renewed,together with andirectingthe removal of fences which to secure the payment of tho principaland in- amended, and that legislationis needed
many murders and been the cause of constant other made at the same time, touching a sued
inclosed the public domain. Many of terest of its debt.
to consolidate, define, and enlarge the
terror to the settlersof Arizona, surrenderedto change in the manner of compensating district
these have been removed, In obedience
INTERSTATE TRAFFIC.
scope and powers of the charitable,
General Miles, the military commander who attorneys and marshals,and tho latter subject
to such order, but much of the public land still
By a recent d-cision of the Supreme Court of and penal institutionswithin the District.I
succeeded General Crook in the managemeni is commendedto Congress for its action in remains within the lines of these unlawful
the United States it has been adjudged that suggest that tbe Commissioners be clothed with
and direction of their pursuit Under the terms the interest of economy to the Government, and
fences. The ingeniousmethods resortedto iu the laws of the several States aro inoperative to tbe power to make, within fixed limitations, poof their surrender, as then reported, and in view humanity, fairness, and justice to our people.
order to continuethese trespasses, and the har- regulate rates of transjiortationupon railroads, lice regulations.I believe this power granted
of the understanding which this murderous
THE INDIAN BUREAU.
dihood of the pretensesby which, in some if such regulationinterferes whh the rate of and carefully guarded would tend to subserve
eavage seemed to entertainof the assurances
The report of the Secretaryof tbo Interior
such iuclosures are justified, are fullv de- carriage from one State into another. This im- tbe good order of tbe municipality.
given them, it was considered best presents a comprehensive summary of the work cases,
in the report of the Secretary of the Inte- portant field of control and regulationhaving
It seems that trouble still exists growing oul
imprison them
such mannei of the various branches of the public service tailed
The removal of the fences still remain- been thus left entirelyunoccupied, the ex- of tbe occupationof the streets and avenues by
as to prevent their ever enga^ng in such out- connected with his department,and the sugges- rior.
ing, which inclose public lands, will be enforced pediencyof Federalaction upon the subject is
certain railroads having tbeir termini in the
rages again, instead of trying them for murder, tions and recommendations which it contains
with all the authority and means with which worthy of consideration.
city. It is very Importantthat such laws shonld
Fort Pickens having been selected as a safe for the improvementof the service should retbo executivebranch of the Governmentis or
CAPITAL AND LAR< E.
be enacted upon this subject as will secure to
place of confinement,all the adult males were ceive your careful consideration.The exhibit
shall be investedby the Congressfor that purThe relations of labor to capital and of labor- the railroadsall tbe facilitiesthey requirefor
aent thither, and will be closely guarded as made of the condition of our Indian population pose.
ing
men
to
tbeir
employers
are
of the utmost tbe transactionof tbeir business,ana at the
prisoners.In the meantime the residue of the and the progress of the work for their enGOVERNMENT PENSIONS.
concern to every patrioticcitizen . When these same time protect citizens from injury to tbeir
oand who, though still remaning upon the lightenment, notwithstandingthe man/
The report of the Commissioner of Pensions are strained anu distorted,unjustifiable claims personsor property.
reservation, were regarded as unsafe, and sus- embarrassments which binder the betcontains a detailed and most satisfactory ex- are apt to be insisted upon by both interesti,
The Commlslonersagain complain that the
pected of furnishingaid to those on the war- ter administrationof this important
hibit of the operationsof the Pension Bureau. and in the controversy which results the wel- accommodationsaffordedthem for the necpath, had been removed to Fort Marion. The branch of the service is a gratifying and hopeful
During the fast fiscalyear the amount of work fare of all and the prosperity of the country are essary officesfor District business and for tbe
women and larger children of the hostiles were one. The funds appropriatedfor the Indian done
was the largest in any year since the or- jeopardized. Any interventionof tbe Gen- safe keeping of valuablebooks and papera. are
also taken there, and arrangements have been service for the fiscal year just passed, with the
of the bureau ; and it has been done
eral Government, within tbe HmHe of entirely inefficient,1 recommendthat this conmade for putting the children of proper age in available income from Indian land and trust ganization
at less cost than during the previous year in its constitutionalauthority,to avert such dition of affairsbe remedied by Congress,and
Indian schools.
moneys, amounting in all to 17,850,775.12,
were •very division.Ob the 30th day of June, 1886, a condition should be willingly accorded. that suitable quarters be furnished for the needs
THE WAR-VESSELS.
ample for the service under the conditions and there were 365,783pensioners on the rolls of the In a special message transmitted to Con- of the District Government.
The report of the Secretaryof the Navy con- restrictionsof laws leguluting their exbureau. Binoe 1861 there have been 1,018,735 gress at its last session I suggested tbe
CONCLUSION.
tains a detailed report of the conditionof his penditure. There remained
balance applications for pensions filed, of which
In conclusion,I earnestlyinvoke such wise
department,with such a statementof the aetion cn hand on Juno 30, 1880, of <1,660,023.30, 78,834 were based upon service In the war of enlargement of our present Labor Bureau and
adding to its present functionsthe power of action on the part of tbe people’s legislators as
needed to improve the same as shonld challenge of which <1,337,768.21ore permanent funds,
1812. There were 621,754 of these applications arbitration in cases where differences arise be- will subservethe public good, and demonstrate,
the earnest attention of Congress. The present for fulfillment of treatiesand other like purallowed, Including 60,178to the soldiers of 1812 tween employes and employers. When these during tbe remaining days of the Congress as at
navy of the United States, aside from the ships poses, and the remainder,$323,236.09, Is subject and their widows. The total amount paid for
in course of construetion, consists of: First, to be carried to the surplus fund as required by pensions since 1861 Is <808.624,817.57.The num- differences reach snch a stage as to result in tbe present organized, its ability and inclination to
ntermption of commerce between tbe States so meet tbe people’s needs that it shall be gratefourteen single-turretod monitors, none ot which law. The estimates presented for appropriber of new pensions allowedduring the year
are in commission nor at the present time serv- ations for the ensuing fiscal year amount to ended June 30, 1886, is 40,857, a larger num- the application of this remedy by tbe General fully rememberedby an expectant constituency.
Grover Cleveland.
iceable. The batteries of these ships are obso- <5,908,673.64, or 8442,386.20 less than those laid be- ber than has been alloned in any year Government might be regarded as entirely
within Its constitutional powers; and 1 think • Washington,December 6, 1886.
lete, and thev can only be relied upon as auxil- fore Congress last year. The present system of
save one since 1861. Tho names of 2,229 pen- we might reasonablyhope that tneb arbitration
iary ships In harbor defense, and then after such agencies, while absolutelynecessaryand well
sioners which bad been previously dropped
Senator Mahone plays a fine game
an expenditure upon them as might not be adapted for the management of Indian af- from the pensionroll were restored during the commission,If carefully selected and if entitled
•deemed justifiable. Second, five fourth-rate fairs and for 4be ends in view when year, and after deducting these dropped within to tbe confidence of tbe parties to be affected, at billiards! bnt billiards do not count
would be voluntarily called to the settlementof
weasels of small tonnage, only one of which was it was adopted, is, in the present stage of Indithe same time for various causes, a net increase controversies of less extent end not necessarily so much as good dinners in politics.
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Cfcaroh Items with the SerrloM for
To-morrow.

A.

First Reformed Church— Serrices at
9:80 a. m. and 2 j>. m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meetinf with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at

C.
—

.

7:80.
10:80 a. m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school
m. Young People’s meeting at 6:80.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
Subjects: Morning, |“Religious heroism.”

CASTOR

at 12

gestion,

Without Injurious medication.

So. Oxford St., Brooklyn,N. 7.

ARE YOU

i
Van Patten & Sons

G.

Have on hand

BOOTS or SHOES

examine. No
to

of

Bros.

Woolen Blankets, Comforters,

trouble

show goods.

& GENTS' UNDERWEAR.

LADIES’

Yarns, Hosiery, Fur Caps,
Flannel Dress Shirts,

It will positively

YOU

IP.A.Y

PROTECTION CONGRESS GAITER.
Patented April 10, 1877, Nov. 11, 1879,
and Nov. 24, 1885, by Cyrus Libby.

To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasingelsewhere.

Custom Work and Repairing
a Specialty.

1886.

Store, two doors west of Post Office.
G.

VAN DUREN BROS.

sion.

reported
having engaged Miss K. E. Vaupell, until
Christmas, at $32.00 per month, in room

Holland,Mich., Nov.

$1000
IF NOT

1886.

3,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland,Mich., Sept. 25, 1886.

18-tf.

THE FINEST

FORFEIT

Prostitutes.
The City

A. C.

1886.

HAVANA FILLER.

Boots and Shoes
AT

Kremers

-

9 lyr.

City ©rdimittccs.

Relative to indecent exposure of the
person, the show, sale or exhibi-

E. HEROLD’S

The

!

The City

of Holland Ordains:
Skction. 1. No person shall make any Indecent
exposureof hts or her person m the streets, lanes,
alleys, or other public places In the City of Hol-

condition.
Inspector De Roo added to the
mittee ou Toren & Gosling fund.

The

Committee

* -

on Building and

$623.84, sale of old furnaces, $500.00.

Inspector Beach,

De Poo, and

BEST S3.00 SHOE
A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

I have the

Thl* Clnr wtU frora u r«pmentcd and *111 bssxtia
ftriljadrmUed In trery tovn for llvt dtnkn wbo will
nppncUM lu mtrlu and pu*h It aooordlnjly.

mm
1SW

BAMHAU

riflli

Shlloh’B VlUIlzerlswhatjou need for Conattpatlon, loss of appetite,dizziness and all symptoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents per
bottle.For safe by Yates & Kane.
Cronp, whoopinit couch and bronchitis immediately relieved by Shiloh s Care.

GRAY

BROS., Soli Agent*,

Avenue,

SHOE

CHICAGO.

E. WALSH’S.

neatly done.

Mrs. Phoebe Chesley, Peterson, Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarkable

H,

NO.

Cigar Factory

POSTMA,

Pj'oprietor.

story, the truth of which is vouched for
I hereby notify the public that I have removed
by the residents of the town: “I am 73 my factory to Seventh Street,between River and
years old, have been troubled with kidney Market streets, where I will make the largest and
complaintand lamenessfor many years; best 5 and 10 cent Cigars ever offeredto the public.
could not dress myself without help.
Now I am free from all pain and soreness,
Give
a Trial.
and am able to do all my own housework.
*! owe my thaoks to Electric Bitters for
'
Prices are as Low as the
havlngjienewed my youth, and removed
Lowest.
completelyall disease and pain.” Try a
H. POSTMA.
hottle, only 50 cents at Yatea & Kane,
Holland. Mich., Sept. 12. 1886
3&6m
Holland, and A. De Kruif, Zeeland.

Me

.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

FIRST

20,

1886.

WARD

Drug Store,

My

Dr. F. J.

SCHOUTEN, Prop

evening, In any of the public waters In said City at
any point In Black Lake east of the west line of
Hope College Addition to the City of Holland.

Sec. 4. Any person or persons, who shall violate any of the provisions, or requirementsof this
ordinance, on conviction thereof,shall be punished
by h fine not exceeding two hundred dollars, and
costs of prosecntlon.or by imprisonment in the
City Jail, or Countv Jail of the County of Ottawa,
in the discretion of the court or magistrate before
whom the conviction may be had. for a period not
exceedingninety days; and in case snch conn or
mnjistrate shall only impose a fine and costs,the
offender may be sentenced to be Imprisonedin the
City Jail, or County Jail of theConntyof Ottawa
until Ihe payment ot such line and costs,for a
term not exceeding three months,

Passed: December 7th, A. D., 1886.
Approved: December 8th, A. D., 1886.
P. H. McBRIDE, Mayor.
Attest: GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

An Ordinance
Relative to Nuisances in the City of

Eight Dollars
Will buy a

sick,

LIFE-SIZE PORTRAIT,

we gave her Caatorla,

When

she was a Child, she cried for Caatoria,

When

she became Ifiaa, ahe clang to Caatoria,

When

aha had Children, ahe gave them Caatoria,

gardens, or any slops, dirt, ashes or refuse of coal,
or rubbish of any description into any street,lane
or alley, or on any sidewalk In said city. And no
person shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, any
dead animals, fish, or putrid meat, entrails, oyster
or clam sheila, decayed fruits,, or vegetables, or
other filthy or offensivesubstancein or upon any
public atreet, sidewalk, lane or alley, or on the
surface of the ground, orlu anv lot, creek or river,
or on the bank of any creek or river in this city,
or sufferor permit any stagnant or filthy water, or
putrid or unwholesomemeats, decayed fruit or
vegetables, or other filthy or offensive substance
to remain on hla or her lot, or In his or her house,
orotherbulldingorcellar, or upon any raft or In
or upon any boat or other craft on Black lake or
Black river within the limits of said city, or suffer,
or permit any dead animal, or animals,belonging
to, controlled,or harboredby him or her, to remain upon the surface of the ground, or partially
burled,within the limits of said city, and the
Mayor oi any Alderman, Marshal, Constableor
other officer with any person In aid of him, may at
any time enter Into any house or cellar,or upon
any boat or other place and abate or remove such
nuisance. In snch manner as to him or them may
aeam bast, and any person obstructing or hindering such officer or any person or persons In aid of
him in the execution of this duty, shall be liable
to the punishment hereinafter provided.

Sic. 8. No person shall bring into the City of
Holland, or suffer to remain therein a longer ilpe
than twenty-fonrhoura any gunpowder of any

__

_

Jackson’s Gallery,
^Sleeplessnt|hts.^made miserable by

that

terrible

For aaie by Yates & Kane! Ihe remedjrfor 700

103 Monroe St, Grand Rapids.

’

Catarrh cared, health and sweet breath seenred
by Bhlloh’sCatarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents
Nasal Injector free.

Buckleu’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Braises. Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kune, Holland,and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Hacking Cough can he so quickly cured by
lob’s Cure. We guarantee it. For sale by
jg & Kane.
ill you sufferwith Dyspepsiaand Liver Comntf Bhlloh’s Vltalizeris guaranteed to cure
bat

Perfumes and

8eg. 4. No person shall fllre off, set off, or explode any gunpowder, cracker, aqntb, rocket, or
fireworks, or fire any gnn, pistol, or cannon, or
in abundance and 1 particularlyInvite the ladles throw any fireball,or make any bonfire, or aid or
labet therein within the limits of the Cltv of Hoiof Holland to call and Inspect my stock.
aid, except on the day celebrated aa Independence day, without first having obtained permission
therefore from the Mayor or Marshal of said city.
Mr. Ed. Scott has been engaged as Clerk
and will wait on all customers with
Sec. 5. No person shall -keep a shuffle board,
courtesy and politeness.
gaming table, E. O. table, faro table, or olhor ap-

Toilet Waters

(20x24), at

and See Samples.

Gall

I

have all the Prescriptions of the late Dr. R. B.
Best and can prepare any of them
on snort notice.

GIVE ME A CALL!
„

I

am

^

v

SCHOUTEN.
1886.

I>
DB- F- J*
Holland, Mich,, Oct. 20th,

still (nuking

CABINETS cc

SMOKE

At $3.00 per dozen.

Lower

rates to clubs of three or

HAVANA FILLED
Cards at $1.50 per dozen.
Old Pictures copied an J enlarged.
B. D.

The City

•

of

Holland Ordains:

Section 1. No person shall peddle meat, fish or
dressed poultry In the streets,or from house to
house, lu the City ot Holland, without firsthaving
obtained a license therefore, as hereinafter provided.
Seo. 2. Every person desiring to obtain a license to peddle meat, fish or dressed poultry in the
streets, or from house to house, within said city,
shall make a written application therelore to the
Clerk or the Marshalof tho City of Holland. Such
applicant shall also before receiving a license,
pay to said clerk or marshal the fcum of money
Hereinafterprovided. Upon the filing of such applicationandjfte payment of auch money, the city
clerk shall iwue the necessarylicense under the
seal of the city. Each license shall be signed by
the mayor and countersignedby the clerkBeo. 3. The cost of a license required under this
ordinance shall he as tollows: For one day, two
dollars; one week, five dollars; one month, ten
(tollers; six mouths, forty dollars, and one year,
fifty dollars.

38-tf- v

dlscrctlon of the conrt or magistrate before whom
the conviction may be had for a period not exceed-

not
exceedingthirty days.
Sec. 6. An ordinance entitled, “An Ordinance
providing lor a license for the vendingor peddling
of meat, meats, or dressed poultry, in the City or
Holland,” passed November 16th, A. D., 1881, and
approvedNovember17th, 188t, Is hereby repealed.
Sec. 7. This ordinanceshall take effect twenty
days after Its passage.
Passed: December 7th, A . D., 1886.
Approved: December 8th, A. D., 1886.
P. H. McBRIDE, Mayor.
Attest: GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

An Ordinance
Relative to Disorderly Houses,
Houses of lit Fame, Assignation
Houses, and Gambling Houses.
The City of Holland Ordains:
Section 1. No person shall keep, maintain,or
oinse to be kept or maintained,or abet in the
keeping or maintaining any. disorderly house,
home of 111 fame, assignationhouse, gambling
house, or place where persona resortfor gaming or
to play at games of chance,within the limits of
the city of Holland.
Sic. 2. No occupantor owner of any building
or promises In this city ahall lease, or suffer,or
permit, his building or any part thereof,or bis
premises, or any part thereof to be used at a homo
or place of 111 fame, or for the purpose of prostitution or lewdness, home of asalgnation, gambl ng
house, or place where persona resort for gaming
or to play at games of chance.
Beo. 8. No person shall reside In or visit at any
place or places mentioned In the first section of
this ordinance, for the purpose aforessld,knowing
them to be each places.

Bxo. 4. It shall be the duty of the city marshal,
the deputy marshal, or any constable of said city,
whenever thev shall know, or have good reason
to believe that any house or place within ibis city
is kept or occupied for any of the purposes mentioned In the first section of this ordinance, to
enter the same, by force If necessary,either in the
night or day time, and arrest the keepers of
paratus for gaming, within said city. And no persnch house or place, and the inmates thereof withson shall keep a bowling alley, billiard table,
out a warrant in writing.
pigeon hole table, or other table for sport, hire,
Bec. 5. Any person or persons, who shall viocharge or reward, In salcf city, without first obtaining a licensetherefore from the Common late any of the provisions or reqlrements of this
ordinance, on conviction thereof,shall be punished
Council.
by a fine of not exceeding two-hundred dollars,
Beo. 6. No person licensedby the Common
and costs of prosecution, or by Imprisonment in
Connelland keepingany bowling alley, billiard
the city Jail, or county Jail of the County of Ottatable, pigeon hole table, or other table within the wa, In the discretionof the court or magistrate becity shall sufler or permit any game to be played
fore whom the conviction may be had, lor a Pertoj|
thereon after ten o’clock In the evening, or before
not exceeding three months; and in case such
five o'clock In the morning,nor shall any such per
court or magistrate shall only impose a fine and
son suffer or permit any minor under tho age of costs, the offender may bo sentenced to be impriseighteen years to play at auch bowling alloy or oned in the city Jail, or county jail of Ottawa Countable at any time whatever.
ty, until the payment of such fine or costa, for a
Sec. 7. No person shall keep a billiard or other term not exceeding three months.
table, bowling alley, card table, or other apparatus
Sec. 6. An ordinance, entitled, “An Ordinance
for gaming, whereon, or with which money shall
relativeto breechesof the peace, dlsordyjfcjerIn any manner be played for in the city; nor shall
gons, gaming houses, and houses uf,
>
any person keep, or sutTer to be kept, a disorderly
passed September 16th, A. D. 18.9 and
or gaming house in said city.
September 16, A. D. 1879, is hereby repcaf*QMi.

m

more.

JACKSON,

103 Monroe St., Grand Rapids.

land.

Sec. 2. No person shall throw, or cause to be late any of the provisions or requirementsof this
thrown, the contents of anv bed. or anv straw, ordinance npon conviction theieof. shall be pttnshavings, weeds, lime, paper, mbbish or refuse of

Toilet Articles

When Baby waa

An Ordinance

Relative to peddling Meat, Fish or
Dressed Poultry in the City of Hol-

Sec. 4. No license shall he granted under the
provisions of this ordinance for any terra ba'ond
the first Monday of Juno next, thereafter.Hr case
an application is made for an annual license, ana
less time than one year and more than six months
streets,lanes,alleys or public squares or on any Intervenes between the date of the application and
the
first Monday of June next ensuing,such liof tne bridges or docks In the City of Holland;
nor shall any assemblageor crowd of persons col- cense shall be paid for at the yearly rate In proporlect In any such streets, lanes, alleys, pnblic tion to the tlm* thus Intervening, nor shall any lisquares or on any bridges or docks to the annoy- cense be transferable.
ance or disturbance of ihe citizens,or orthers.
Sec. 5. Any person or persons who shall vio-

description, without firstobtaining a licensetherelore from the Mayor, or person acting as Mayor, or
Haring purchasedthe business and stock of
City Cltrk, and no person having such license
It within the limits <of
shall bring, keep or deposit
i, in a
said city, any gunpowder of any description,
^ _____
__________
. hous
house,
greater quantity
than
fifty pounds In any
store or outhouse or other building or piece whatever, and the quantity ao kept and deposited, shall
be kept In a tin can securely closed with a tin cap,
of the late firm of Best A Landaal,I have renoand no snch powder shall be exposed for sale or
vated and fitted up the store In first-class
other purposes, excepting It be by day-light. And
style and have added largelyto tho
the Mayor or any Alderman,or the City Marshal la
general stock of goods.
authorized to enter upon the premisesof any person who shall sell, keep, or offer the same for sale
withoutfirst having obtained such license, and
seize and remove such powder from within the
city limits,or otherwlae dispose of the same.-

Drugs and Medicines,

For lame back, side or chest, nse Shiloh’sPorous
Plaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kane
Sblloh’a Cough and Consumption Cure is sold
us '‘on a guarantee.It cures Consumption.
For sale by Yates & Kane.

BROS.’

for Ladies. Call and see them.

Repairing promptly and

HolM

by

Celebrated

JEUJT AXXj JkJT

Renews Her Youth.

-

in the city, always on hand.

>*oxt. o Gxjxtrrs.

Yates

were constituted a committee to report a
rate for non-resident tax payers.
Board adjourned.
O. E. Yates, Sec’y.

-

Honest Prices!

buy one hundred cords green fourf-ootwood and
twenty-fiveto forty cords dry four-foot
Repairs was authorized to

wood.
The Secretary reported having received
from tuition,$9,60, and Primary money,

AT

period not exceedingsix months; and in case
such court or magistrate shall only Impose a lino
and costs, the offender may be sentenced to be imprisoned in the city Jail, or county jail of the
County of Ottawa, or tho DetroitHouse of Correction,until the payment of such floe and costs,
for a period not exceeding six mouths.
a

The City of Holland Ordains:
Section 1. That no person shall make, aid,
countenanceor asaist In making any noise, disturbance or improper diversionin any of the

Honest Goods

Com-

^

Sec. 2. No person shall sell, offer for sale,
show, or exhibit any Indecent or obscenepicture,
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect twenty
drawing, engraving,painting, book or pamphlet, days after Its passage.
nor make any Indecent or obscene exhibition or
Passed: December 7th. A D.,1S86,
show of any kind whateverwithin said city.
Approved: December 8th, A. D„ 1888.
Sec. 3. No person shall bathe or swim In a
P. U. McBRIDE, Mayor.
naked state or with his or her person so much undressed that there shall be an Indecentexposure
Attest: GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.
of the body, at any time between the hours of six
o'clock in the morning and nine o’clock in the

Holland.

Visiting Committee reported
having found the school io a satisfactory

vagrants; all drunkards or tippersons found In a state of Intoxication
In uuy place whatsoeverIn the City of Holland;
all persons who shall make any improper nolee,
disturbance, or riot, or shall be engaged In Illegal
or Improperdiversion,or shall use any indecent.
Insultingor Immoral langnage, or bo guilty of any
indecent,Insulting or immoral conduct or behaviour, In any public street, or elsewhereIn tho
said city; all common- prostitutes; all persona
who shall collect in crowds or bodies for unlawful
or mischievouspurposes In any place in said city
to the annoyanceor Inconvenienceof citizens cr
others ; all persons who shall collect or stand in
crowds in front of or about any church, or place c,f
worship, or on the sidewalks, crosswalks, or street
cornersduring service, or the gatheringor departure of the congregation, shall be deemed to be

grauings, paintings,
paintings,boohs or irACd'by“d«nopoo?
pamphlets, and all indecent or
d.yVi! oPrh,‘tChe"a,»nr;
ObSCene exhibitions or shows 0/ for the County of Ottawa, or the Detroit House of
- •
Correction, in the discretionof the court or magisany hind.
trate before whom the conviction may he had, for

&

Bangs, 1.50; H. Wykhuisen. 2.20;
Boot & Kramer. 74 cents; W. H. Rogers,
4.00; P. H. McBride, 29 cents; E. J. Harrington, 3.96.

Holland Ordains:
All

lers; all

VAN RAALTE.
1,

of

Section 1.

Bec. 5. This ordinanceshall take effect twenty
days after its passage.

No. 8— Adopted.
Bills allowed: J. Fixter, $7.50;

City.

land.

The natural tendencyof swine to take

The Committee on Teachers

Relative to Vagrants, Drunkards,
Disorderly Persons and Common

tion for sale of any indecent or
obscene pictures, drawings, en-

FLANNELS

on flesh is increased by Day’s Horse
Powder. Get the best.

Minutes read and approved.

An Ordinance

•

Dress Goods,

Do not procrastinate.— Save time and
trouble by taking Dr. Bull’s Baltimore
Pills before costiveness becomes constipation. They are purely vegetable.

Present: Inspectors Steffens,De Koo,
McBride, Harrington, Kremers, and Yates.

'

McBRIDE, Mayor.

Attest: GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

An Ordinance

trial. Price 25 cents.

ses-

'

Holland,Mich., April

and Winter

their Fall

Stock

Always safe and reliable, Dr. Bull’s
Syrup. It never disappoints.Give it a

Holland, Mich., Dec. 6,

Passed: December 7th, A. D., 1886.
Approved: December 8th, A. D., 1886.

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.

In need of a pair of

mouth. All are invited to attend.
Strangers especially welcome. “O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Ps. 90 9.

Board of Education nut in regular

Sec. 11. This ordinance shall take effect twenty
days after its passage.

GIVE ME A CALL!

of each

—
Board of Education.

Sxc. 10. An ordinance entitled “An Ordinance
Relative to Nnlsances,’’ passed March 23rd, 1880,
and approved March 25th, 1880, la hereby repealed.

Hacks for Weddings, Private

The Best Livery in the

Van Duren

----

STREET.

Teds Cxntacr Company, 182 Fulton Street, N. 7.

m.

travel with Drexel's BelJ

MARKET

P. H.

Bear in mind that
Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
S. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
7.80; Sunday School at 12
Holy Always have a large and well assorted
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s
stock on bond which they will be
Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
pleased to have you come and

Always

A

I

Caatoria cures Colic, Constipation.
Soar Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
win* Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

“Caatoria la so well adapted to children that
I recommend it aa superior to any prescription
known to me." IL A. Archer, M. D.,

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45.

Cologne.

of—

for Infants and Children.

Ill

Holland Christian Ref. Cnurcb.— Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pustor. Services at
9:80 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p. m.
MethodistEpiscopal Church-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Servicesat 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meetingThursday
evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are free.
Subjects: Morning, '‘Conscience.”Evening, “Earthquakes.”

Proprietor

Parties and Receptions.

m.

.

Van Baalte

Li?ery and Sale Stable

Hope Reformed Church— Services at

Evening, “The Syrian leper,” Congregational singing. Opening anthems by
the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7:80 p.
All
are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.

Bio. 8. Any parson or persons who shall vioany of the provisions or requirementsof this
ordinance, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceedingtwo hundred dollars
and costs of prosecntlon, or by imprisonment in
the city Jail, or county latl of the Connty of Ottawa. In the discretion of the coart or magistrate before whom the conviction may be bad. for a period
not exceeding ninety days; and In cue snch court
or magistrate shall only Impbee a fine and costs,
the offender may be sentencedto be Imprisoned in
the city jail or county jail of the County of Ottawa,
until thu payment.of such floe and costs, for a
term not exceedingninety days.
late

Price 5 Gents.

Sec. 8. It shall not be lawful for any person to
ride or drive, or cause or snffer to be ridden or
driven, any horse, mare, gelding or other animal,
m or throughany public street, laae or alley of
said city at an Immoderate speed. Provided that
the provisions of tnis section shall not apply to
snch streetsas the Common Connell may, from
time to time, designate by resolntion.

Sec. 7. This ordinance shall take effect
days after Its passage.

twelBp

Fasssed:December 7th, A. D., 1886.
Approved: December 8th, A. D., 1886.
F. H,

McBRIDE, Mayor.

Attest: GEO. H. 8IPP, City Olerk.

